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Abstract
Reduced density matrices are a powerful tool in the analysis of entanglement structure, approximate or coarse-grained dynamics, decoherence, and the emergence of classicality. It is straightforward to produce a reduced density matrix with the partial-trace map by “tracing out” part
of the quantum state, but in many natural situations this reduction may not be achievable. We
investigate the general problem of identifying how the quantum state reduces given a restriction
on the observables. For example, in an experimental setting, the set of observables that can actually be measured is usually modest (compared to the set of all possible observables) and their
resolution is limited. In such situations, the appropriate state-reduction map can be defined via
a generalized bipartition, which is associated with the structure of irreducible representations
of the algebra generated by the restricted set of observables. One of our main technical results
is a general, not inherently numeric, algorithm for finding irreducible representations of matrix
algebras. We demonstrate the viability of this approach with two examples of limited–resolution
observables. The definition of quantum state reductions can also be extended beyond algebras
of observables. To accomplish this task we introduce a more flexible notion of bipartition, the
partial bipartition, which describes coarse-grainings preserving information about a limited set
(not necessarily algebra) of observables. We describe a variational method to choose the coarsegrainings most compatible with a specified Hamiltonian, which exhibit emergent classicality in
the reduced state space. We apply this construction to the concrete example of the 1-D Ising
model. Our results have relevance for quantum information, bulk reconstruction in holography,
and quantum gravity.
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1

Introduction and Motivation

How do we describe the state of a system about which we have only limited information? In the
most general form, this is a question for probabilists: the best that can be done in the Bayesian
approach, for example, is to make our best guess in the form of a distribution over the possible
states of the system compatible with what is already known and update this guess as we learn
new information. In physical applications, however, we typically encounter situations in which we
can only make certain types of measurements on a system. For example, we might only be able
to measure extensive, macroscopic quantities of a gas; or we might be able to probe only classical
observables of a quantum system.
In classical statistical mechanics one usually proceeds by enumerating the possible “microstates”
of the underlying microphysical system (for example, a gas of N point particles in a finite volume with positions, momenta, and possible interactions). Then we partition the microstates into
“macrostates” by collecting together the states with approximately the same values of some coarsegrained extensive property which probes the average behavior of the particles (for example, temperature, or some hydrodynamic quantity like viscosity). In other words, we choose a particular
statistical ensemble, write the appropriate partition function, and use it as the generating functional
for macroscopic observables. When certain assumptions are valid, it is then valid to track the values
of the macroscopic quantities without reference to the underlying microscopic physics. These assumptions have to do with compatibility between the macroscopic observables and the microscopic
dynamics of the theory. We want the values of the macroscopic variables to evolve continuously
in time, which requires that the time evolution of a macrostate to itself be a macrostate to some
approximation; that is, if two microstates are in the same macrostate at one time, there should exist
another set of macrostates for the system at a later time such that the time-evolved microstates will
usuallly be in the same new macrostate. Of course, this picture can be generalized in various ways
by relaxing some of the assumptions, or by working with probability distributions over microstates
instead of partititions [1–3].
In quantum mechanics, the story is usually told differently. Given a Hilbert space H we can
work with pure states |ψi ∈ H or mixed states ρ ∈ L(H), which can be thought of as classical
statistical mixtures of the states {|ψii } in the basis {|ψii hψ|i } in which ρ is diagonal. When the
Hilbert space has a tensor-product structure, H ∼
= HA ⊗ HĀ , there is a natural state-reduction
map, the partial-trace map trĀ , which maps mixed states in L(H) to mixed states in L(HA ) via
ρ 7→ ρA ≡ trĀ ρ. Then the reduced state ρA preserves information about operators acting only on
HA , in the sense that the expectation value of OA ⊗ IĀ , with IĀ the identity operator on HĀ , acting
on ρ is the same as the expectation value of OA acting on ρA , for all states ρ and linear operators
OA .
So far this picture seems quite different from the classical one summarized above. Certainly, if
we have a 3N or 6N -dimensional configuration space or phase space, we can consider the reduced
spaces generated by projection onto some lower-dimensional subspace. We can then ask the question
of what the reduced dynamics in this subspace look like. In particular, we might find that the new
dynamics is dissipative, if the particles traced out act as a heat bath for the ones kept in the
description, or, in the opposite extreme, that the kept particles only act amongst themselves and
can be described without reference to the remainder. If we didn’t actually know which coordinates
in the phase space corresponded to the positions or momenta of individual particles, we might hope
to identify them by looking for subspace projections with particularly simple reduced dynamics.
The quantum analog of this process is known as the decoherence program [4–8]. In this program,
3

one is given, or looks for, decompositions of H into a system and environment, H ∼
= HS ⊗ HE . This
induces a decomposition of the Hamiltonian H = HS ⊗IE +Hint +IS ⊗HE . For certain choices of the
Hamiltonian and sets of initial states—for example, interaction-dominated Hamiltonians and initial
product states—the action of the environment, to a good approximation, is to take an initial state
of the system to a superposition of system states, in some basis, which evolve without interfering.
When this happens, we say that the initial state has branched, and the set of system states whose
evolution is preserved by the environment are the classical states of the system. (We will review
the decoherence program in more detail below.)
However, it is easy to see that most coarse-grainings cannot be described in the decoherence
picture. Most observables do not take the simple form of acting on a single tensor factor, even when
such a factorization of the Hilbert space exists. In particular, the sorts of collective observables
which correspond to the averaged, macroscopic properties featured in statistical mechanics do not
take this form. That is, we do not expect, even approximately, a factorization of the form H ∼
=
Hcollective ⊗ Hother for the sorts of collective observables we might measure in a laboratory.
A similar situation arises in field theories, in which we often wish to construct some notion
of a state restricted to a finite spatial region. It is well known [9, 10] that even in the simplest
field theories we cannot simply apply the naive partial-trace map to construct the reduced state
as discussed above. There is, nevertheless, a good notion of algebras of observables restricted to a
spatial region, which is provided by modular theory (e.g. [11–13]), and in many cases we can pass to
a (finite-dimensional) latticization, for example a tensor network, in which these issues do not arise.
When the theory has a gauge symmetry, however, the physical Hilbert space is restricted to states
which obey global constraints like a Gauss law, and we cannot consistently restrict to subregions in
a gauge-invariant way. The approach of the edge modes program [14–17] is to embed the physical
Hilbert space into a larger, “ungauged” Hilbert space in which the constraints have been removed
and subregions are well-defined.
Given that many natural coarse-grainings of quantum systems cannot be captured by the partialtrace map, it is natural to consider more general state-reduction maps. It is only when such a map
can be constructed from a physically-motivated coarse-graining that we are furnished with a true
reduced density matrix to which we can apply the well-developed machinery of decoherence, von
Neumann entropy, etc. The main goal of this paper is to provide such an interpretation for a large
class of general quantum coarse-grainings.
We will provide an algorithm which takes a (finite) set of observables on a (finite-dimensional)
Hilbert space and outputs a decomposition of the Hilbert space into irreducible representations
of the algebra generated by the observables. Such a decomposition will be called a generalized
bipartition. The state-reduction map is then defined by tracing out tensor factors of subspaces that
appear in this decomposition which is not equivalent to a partial-trace of any single tensor factor of
the original Hilbert space. However, like the usual partial-trace map, such state reductions preserve
the expectation values of all observables in this algebra. Furthermore, unitary dynamics on H will
induce some (typically) non-unitary dynamics on the reduced state so, as with the usual partial-trace
reductions, we can perform a decoherence analysis to determine what observables behave classically.
There are many cases in which a coarse-graining is operationally well-described as having access
to all elements in a subalgebra of observables. In some cases, however, it is more appropriate to
consider only a restricted set of observables which need not comprise an algebra. Classical experimenters, for example, though they might be able to devise setups to measure the (coarse-grained)
position and momentum of some system in a lab, would have trouble implementing arbitary super-
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positions of these operators. We are thus motivated to define partial bipartitions, which implement
more general state-reduction maps. Partial bipartitions are best-suited to a variational approach,
in which one scans over possible coarse-grainings with the goal of determing which restricted set of
observables is “most classical” [18, 19].

1.1

Summary of Results

Because of the very general nature of our subject we have chosen to make this paper as self-contained
as possible, often at the expense of brevity. In this subsection, we summarize the explicit results of
the paper for the benefit of the busy reader.
• A generalized bipartition (2.6) is a direct-sum decomposition of a Hilbert space H into a sum
of bipartite blocks Hq ∼
= HAq ⊗ HBq :
H∼
=

M

Hq ∼
=

M

HAq ⊗ HBq ,

(1.1)

q

q

where each sector Hq is spanned by a set of basis elements { eqik } and the isometry between
Hq and HAq ⊗ HBq maps the basis element eqik to the product state |aqi i bqk , with {aqi } and
{bqk } respectively bases for HAq , HBq . The index structure of the eqik can be conveniently
represented as a block-diagonal table, which we refer to as a bipartition table (2.5):
e111
e121
..
.

e112
e122
..
.

···
···
..
.
e211
..
.

···
..
.

(1.2)
..

.

The upper index of eqik labels the block, and the lower indices label position within the block.
• Generalized bipartitions are interesting for (at least) two reasons. First, they provide a natural
way of talking about “the degrees of freedom in B” and “the set of measurements which can
be peformed on B.” In particular, consider the bipartition operators (2.13):
X q
q
Skl
:= IAq ⊗ bqk bql =
eik eqil .
(1.3)
i
q
The linear combinations of the L
Skl
comprise the space of linear operators that act on a Hilbert
space (isomorphic to) HB :=
q HBq . The bipartition operators can therefore be used to
define a state-reduction map tr(A) , distinct from the standard partial-trace map trA , from H
to HB (6.12):
XX
X
q  q
trAq (ρq ) ∈ L(HB ),
(1.4)
ρB = tr(A) (ρ) :=
tr Skl
ρ bl bqk =
q

q

k,l
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where ρq is the projection of the state ρ onto the sector Hq . (There is an analogous statereduction map L
onto HA produced from the dual generalized bipartition, which represents the
isometry H ∼
= q HBq ⊗ HAq ; its bipartition table is constructed by taking the transpose of
each block in the original table.)
• Second, generalized bipartitions are interesting because they appear in the foundational result
of the representation theory of operator algebras, the Wedderburn decomposition theorem
(Theorem 2.2). In our language, subject to technical details which we discuss in the main
presentation of the theorem below, the decomposition theorem says that any subalgebra A
of L(H) induces a generalized bipartition of H, such that the subalgebra is identical to the
q
set of operators which are linear combinations of the bipartition operators Skl
which act on
HB alone. The generalized bipartition thus provides a decomposition of H into irreducible
representations of A. That is, any subalgebra furnishes a generalized bipartition, and any
identification of degrees of freedom given by a bipartition table defines a subalgebra. We
emphasize that the decomposition theorem is not constructive: it says only that given a
subalgebra such a decomposition must exist.
• The main technical accomplishment of the paper is to provide an explicit construction of the
generalized bipartition (that is, the irrep decomposition) of the (finitely generated) algebra A.
This is accomplished by Algorithm 1, whose correctness is established in Theorem 4.10 via a
number of intermediate lemmas. We refer the reader to Section 4 for details. The main idea
of the algorithm is based on the fact that projections whose rank cannot be reduced within
the algebra are the fundamental building blocks of the algebra. Such minimal projections
can be distilled from the initial spectral projections of the generators by breaking them into
projections of smaller rank with an operation we call scattering:
Π1
Π2

DEfED

(λ1 )

Π1

(λ2 )

+ Π1

(0)

+ ... + Π1

(1.5)
(λ )
Π2 1

+

(λ )
Π2 2

+ ... +

(0)
Π2 .

The result on the right-hand side of this operation is given by the spectral decomposition of
the operator Π1 Π2 Π1 . Once all projections have been scattered into minimal projections, we
consider a graph, which we call a reflection network, that consists of the minimal projections
as vertices with edges defined by their orthogonality relations. Under certain conditions, such
a reflection network naturally corresponds to a bipartition table. We leverage this correspondence to identify the irrep decomposition with this bipartition table.
• The main application of the algorithm that we will focus on is the idea that operational constraints lead to state reductions. The prototypical example of that is the system-environment
split in the context of the decoherence program. There, the operational constraints are defined by the observer’s inability to control or measure the environment which leads to the
state-reduction map implemented by tracing out the environment. In Section 3.2 we formalize
the idea that any operational constraints given by some restricted set of observables, lead to
a state-reduction map; this is what we call operational approach to decoherence. The correspondence between operational constraints and state reductions is obtained by constructing
the generalized bipartition associated with the algebra of restricted observables.
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• In the context of the operational approach, we will study two, relatively straightforward, examples of state reductions. One of the examples is concerned with the operational constraints
of an observer unable to distinguish spin and orbital angular momentum components; this
leads to superselection of the total angular momentum sectors. This example is interesting
not because of the conclusion – it can be deduced from the standard formalism of angular
momentum addition – but because we can reach this conclusion independently by analytically
applying our algorithm. Remarkably, even the correct Clebsch-Gordan coefficients come out
as byproducts of this construction. The second example finds the state reduction map corresponding to an observer’s inability to resolve a bound pair of particles on a lattice. This
example also results in superselection but in this case the two sectors are the symmetric and
the anti-symmetric configurations of the pair.
• The machinery of bipartition tables can be applied more generally than matrix algebras or
generalized bipartitions. In particular, the state-reduction map tr(A) still produces a valid
reduced state in HB if some of the entries in the bipartition table are removed. The resulting
bipartition table, which defines a partial bipartition (6.17), is still block-diagonal but not all
of the blocks are rectangular:
e1;1,1
e1;2,1
..
.

e1;1,2
..
.

...

e2;1,1
e2;2,1
..
.

e2;1,2
..
.

...

..

.
(1.6)

The bipartition operators still correspond to the spanning set of all linear operators in this
reduced space, but, in general they no longer span an algebra. In particular, the last equality
in (1.4) does not hold for a non-rectangular block. Hence the state-reduction map is not
related to the usual partial-trace, since HBq need not be a tensor factor of Hq ; we instead say
that HBq is a partial subsystem of Hq and write
Hq ∼
= HA q

HBq .

(1.7)

The same relation holds1 between the collection of all the degrees of freedom in B and the
full Hilbert space: H ∼
= HA H B .
1

Formally, we can embed H into the larger Hilbert space
!
!
M
M
M
H Bq =
H Aq ⊗ H B q 0 ,
HA ⊗ HB :=
H Aq ⊗
q

q

7

q,q 0

(1.8)

• Using the machinery of partial bipartitions, we can capture very general coarse-grainings of
Hilbert space, since in most cases, the coarse-grained space which will preserve some relevant
information will not correspond to a factor of Hilbert space. For example, it may be specified
by a restricted set of observables which do not necessarily form an algebra. A particular
interesting case which we consider in detail in this paper is to look for coarse-graining of
a collection of N underlying degrees of freedom (such as N particles) based on a collective
or average feature of these degrees of freedom while tracing out the internal features. We
focus on obtaining such a partial bipartition, H ∼
= Scollective Sinternal , where Scollective is
the partial subsystem representing the coarse-graining which exhibits classical behavior under
evolution by the Hamiltonian. This is a variational approach where we iterate over all possible
bipartitions which define the split—that is, rearrangements of the elements inside the blocks
of the bipartition table—and preferentially choose the one(s) which is(are) most compatible
with the Hamiltonian and demonstrates quasi-classical features. Classicality is marked by
the existence of macroscopic pointer states compatible with the Hamiltonian, superposition
of which exhibit fast dynamical decoherence.
• To define the coarse-graining Scollective , we search for the collective observable Mc , of the form
Mc =

N
X

Mµ ,

(1.9)

µ=1

where each Mµ acts only on the µ-th particle, most compatible or stationary with respect to
the Hamiltonian, by minimizing the norm of [H, Mc ] as in Eq. (7.6). Similar to the notion
of predictability sieve [20] in the decoherence literature, eigenstates of Mc will define robust,
pointer states of the system since they are most compatible with the Hamiltonian. Given
the underlying N degrees of freedom, the eigenstates of Mc furnish a factorizable basis for
Hilbert space, and eigenstates with distinct eigenvalues will label macroscopically distinct
pointer states. These can be used to label and construct different columns of the bipartition
table which specify the coarse-graining. Pointer states identified in this manner are special
low-entropy states which stay robust to entanglement production under evolution. This is a
telltale sign of a classical variable which does not arbitrarily entangle with all other degrees of
freedom on short timescales. In this sense, eigenstates of the collective observable chosen by
the compatibility condition of Eq. (7.6) are classical, macroscopic pointer states which capture
an average, collective property of the underlying degrees of freedom which is as robust under
evolution as possible.
• Based on the transition structure of the Hamiltonian written in the factorized Mc basis, we
can split our Hilbert space into superselection sectors which never interact and hence form
disjoint blocks of our bipartition table. To fix the remaining freedom within each block of the
bipartition table, we need to fix the alignment of the rows for which we return to the question
of quasi-classicality. A defining feature of our coarse-graining should be that dynamics in the
reduced space constructed from the state-reduction map defined by the bipartition table will
so that H comprises the diagonal entries q = q 0 , and then the partial-trace map trA on this bipartite Hilbert space
does indeed map those states in HA ⊗ HB supported on H to states on HB . Hence we can obtain the reduced density
matrix ρB by tracing out degrees of freedom, at the cost of working with a larger, auxilliary Hilbert space. As we will
discuss below, this procedure is closely related to passing from the physical to the “ungauged” Hilbert space when
computing the entropy of subregions of states in theories with gauge symmetries.
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reflect features of classicality. After identifying the column structure of the bipartition table
based on compatibility of a collective observable Mc with the Hamiltonian, we focus on effective dynamical decoherence by the Hamiltonian. Hence, we expect the row alignment of the
bipartition table to be such that Hamiltonian evolution decoheres superpositions of macroscopic pointer states by “interaction” with Sinternal . We quantify the entanglement production
of a pure state ρ(t) = |ψ(t)i hψ(t)| ∈ L(H) evolving under evolution by the Hamiltonian using
linear entanglement entropy,
Slin (t) = 1 − tr(ρ2c (t)) .
(1.10)
where
ρc (t) ≡ tr(Sinternal ) ρ(t) ,

(1.11)

is the reduced state which ρ(t) gets mapped to by the state-reduction map tr(Sinternal ) . We
iterate over all finite, discrete permutations of row alignments to select (the class of) bipartition
table(s) which maximize entanglement production. This is done for a set of candidate classical
states which are taken to be natural extensions of the unentangled, initial ready states in the
decoherence literature.
• Using this algorithm to obtain the classical coarse-graining of an underlying N degrees of
freedom based on a collective feature compatible with the Hamiltonian, we analyze the Ising
model in 1-D. We see the emergence of different coarse-grainings depending on the whether the
nearest neighbor spin interaction or the external magnetic field dominates the Hamiltonian,
a phenomenon akin to a phase transition. Depending on the preferentially selected collective
compatible observable, either the total spin-z or total spin-x of the Ising chain, the coarsegraining may or may not exhibit superselection sectors. In both cases, the dimension of the
coarse-grained space is ∼ O(N ) compared to the original Hilbert space, which has dimension ∼
O(2N ). The classical coarse-grainings picked out exhibit fast dynamical decoherence between
eigenstates of the compatible macroscopic variable and lead to emergent quasi-classicality. We
exhibit numerical results for the case of N = 3 and N = 4 spins, where the results are simple.
Often a class of such quasi-classical bipartition tables (and hence, coarse-grainings) will get
selected which reflects a symmetry between different underlying degrees of freedom from the
point of view of the Hamiltonian. This setup can be generalized to other physical systems to
study classical coarse-grainings determined by the Hamiltonian itself.

1.2

Previous Work

Because of the general nature of our subject there is a vast body of interesting related work. Here
we will only briefly mention some of the previous work directly related to the core problem of state
reduction based on observables.
As discussed above, one of our major results is an algorithm for directly computing the irrep
decomposition of a Hilbert space with respect to a subalgebra A. We mention two complementary
approaches to the same problem. First, a quite different numerical algorithm for a related matrixalgebra problem was previously given by Murota et al [21] (see [22] for its adaptation in the physics
literature). Their approach, presented in the context of semidefinite programming, proceeds quite
differently. A key step in their algorithm involves sampling for a random matrix in the algebra,
which is inherently numeric and requires the ability to span the operator space of the algebra. Our
approach does not require sampling from the algebra and it has no prerequisite of being able to
span the algebra.
9

Second, in a more physical context, Holbrook et al [23] have proposed an algorithm for computing
the noise commutant of an error algebra associated with a noisy channel. Similarly to our approach,
they also propose an inherently non-numeric algorithm that relies on minimal projections as the
fundamental building blocks of the algebra. However, their algorithm also requires the ability to
span the operator space of the algebra, a prerequisite that is not easy to satisfy without numerics.
Beyond the specific algorithm, we are concerned with the general phenomenon wherein we can
assign definite classical dynamics to a set of observables, along the lines of the decoherence program
but without a bipartite Hilbert space. Several previous sets of authors have similarly investigated
under what circumstances sets of observables can act as classical systems in their own right. Zanardi
[24] identified a notion of “virtual quantum subsystems” induced by the operational choice of a set of
measurements, and with collaborators [25] argued that in the general case the partition of a Hilbert
space into subsystems could be identified from the set of operationally accessible observables (for
related recent approaches to the subsystem problem see [19,26]). Kofler and Brukner [27] considered
the emergence of classical physics from the coarse-graining inherent in measurements which can be
performed with only finite precision. Duarte et al [28] have constructed a state-reduction map for
a blurred and saturated detector and analyzed the reduced dynamics.
Along the same lines, in a series of papers (e.g. [29–32]; see also [33]) Castagnino, Lombardi,
and collaborators have developed the self-induced decoherence (SID) program, which conceptualizes
decoherence as a dynamical process which identifies the classical variables by inspection of the
Hamiltonian, without the need to explicitly identify a set of environment degrees of freedom. The
variational approach we sketch in Section 7 is similarly concerned with the dynamical selection of a
preferred set of observables.

1.3

Organization of the Paper

Because this paper is aimed at a broad audience, and mostly uses the tools of fundamental quantum
mechanics along with linear algebra and representation theory, we have attempted to keep it selfcontained and pedagogical to the extent possible. In Section 2 we accordingly review the technical
and conceptual tools we will use in the remainder of the paper. In particular we review the concept
of generalized bipartitions and bipartition tables introduced by one of us in [34], as well as results
from the mathematical literature on representations of matrix algebras.
The remainder of the paper is concerned with the application of these tools to physical situations.
We will mostly be concerned with an operational approach, in which we assume a lab-like setup
in which a set of accessible observables has been specified, and investigate the decoherences of
the resulting states. In Section 3 we set up this general operational problem and its relation
to the decoherence program, which we review. In Section 4 we then then present the general
algorithm for passing from an operator algebra to a bipartition. Given this mechanism for producing
a reduced state containing the desired coarse-grained information, we can use the tools of the
decoherence program to investigate the dynamics and classicality of the reduced states. Having
specified the general algorithm, we specialize in Section 5 to physically relevant examples. In
particular we focus on the common case where the experimentalist only has access to coarse-grained,
collective observables, where the generalized bipartition table takes a particularly simple form and
superselection sectors are induced by the operator algebra.
In Section 6 we return to the general problem of coarse-graining from observables and discuss the
state-reduction maps which arise when the set of observables need not form an algebra. In Section
7 we use the tools of the previous section and ideas from the decoherence program to initiate a
10

more abstract, variational approach in which the goal is to determine the “most classical” set of
observables given only a Hilbert space with a specified Hamiltonian. To build intuition for the
general case, we focus in Section 8 on the Ising Model, where numerical calculations are tractable.
In Section 9 we conclude by sketching some of the potential applications of our work for quantum
information, holography, and quantum gravity.

2
2.1

Preliminaries
Setup and Notation

Unless stated otherwise, all Hilbert spaces will be complex and finite-dimensional and the notions
of linear operator and matrix will be used interchangeably. We will denote with L (H) the space of
linear operators on the Hilbert space H. Isometric Hilbert spaces will be identified by the relation
H1 ∼
= H2 associated with some isometry V between the spaces (most of the time, isometric Hilbert
spaces will arise when we relabel or reinterpret the basis elements).
An orthogonal projection Π ∈ L (H) is defined by the property Π = Π† = Π2 . In the following
we will refer to such an operator simply as a projection, implying an orthogonal projection as defined
here. This should not be confused with the notion of pairwise orthogonal projections which refers
to a set of projections {Πk } such that Πk Πk0 = δkk0 Πk (we will sometimes omit pairwise when
referring to such sets). The eigenspace of a projection Π is the subspace of H on which Π acts
as the identity. Similarly, an eigenbasis of Π refers to a set of orthonormal vectors that span the
eigenspace of Π. The rank of a projection is also the dimension of its eigenspace; we will often use
this relation implicitly.
A partial isometry S ∈ L (H) is defined by the properties SS † = Πfin and S † S = Πin where Πin
and Πfin are projections. A partial isometry S acts as an isometry on the eigenspace of Πin , mapping
it to the eigenspace of Πfin (both projections have the same rank), and it annihilates vectors that
are orthogonal to the eigenspace of Πin (the kernel of S is the kernel of Πin ). Every projection Π is
also a partial isometry (Πin = Πfin = Π), so we will say that S is a proper partial isometry if it is a
partial isometry but it is not a projection.
A graph G := {V, E} is defined by a set of vertices V := {vi } and a set of edges E := {(vi , vj )}.
A path p on the graph is an ordered
 set of vertices p = (vi1 , vi2 , ...) such that every consecutive pair
is connected by an edge vik , vik+1 ∈ E. The path p is called simple if every vertex appears at most
once in p. We will say that a pair of vertices v1 , v2 ∈ V is connected by a path if there is a path
p such that v1 is its first vertex and v2 is its last. A connected component is a subset of vertices
C ⊆ V such that every pair v1 , v2 ∈ C is connected by a path, and every pair v1 ∈ C, v2 ∈ V \C is
not connected by a path.

2.2

Generalized Bipartitions and Bipartition Tables

A bipartite system is a system that consists of two distinct subsystems A and B. A bipartition
of a system is an explicit specification of these subsystems. When the system is bipartite by
construction—the system of two qubits, for example—it comes with a natural bipartite structure
H ∼
= HA ⊗ HB . The Hilbert space of the whole system is constructed from the tensor product
of two Hilbert spaces and the bases are naturally constructed from products of local bases. Such
a construction, however, is not necessary and we can always impose a bipartition after the fact
by selecting a bipartite tensor product structure in any (non-prime dimensional) Hilbert space.
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Different bipartitions of the Hilbert space identify different subsystems that are not necessarily
physical in the usual sense but are associated with distinct degrees of freedom that define a virtual
subsystem [24].
Formally, given a d-dimensional Hilbert space H such that d = dA dB , we can introduce an
auxiliary bipartite Hilbert space HA ⊗ HB with dimensions dim HA = dA and dim HB = dB . By
isometrically mapping the original Hilbert space H into HA ⊗ HB we impose a tensor product
structure that might not have been explictly present beforehand. Different choices of the isometry
V : H −→ HA ⊗HB specify different choices of bipartition, and the isometry V itself is fully described
by some orthonormal basis |eik i in H where i = 1...dA and k = 1...dB such that V |eik i = |ai i |bk i,
where the elements |eik i and |ai i |bk i are pairs of right and left singular vectors of V . The choice of
bipartition is therefore conveniently summarized by choosing the elements |eik i and arranging them
into a rectangular table such that the i, k indices correspond to the row and column of the element,
respectively:

a1
a2
..
.

b1
e11
e21
..
.

b2
e12
e22
..
.

···
···
···
..
.

bdB
e1dB
e2dB
..
.

ada

edA 1

edA 2

···

edA dB

(2.1)

The rows of this table are associated with the degree of freedom of subsystem A and the columns
are associated with the degree of freedom of subsystem B. We will refer to such tables, which one of
us first introduced in [34], as bipartition tables (BPTs). It should be clear that for each bipartition
table there is another, trivially related one derived by swapping the row and column indices, which
simply swaps the first and second systems in the bipartition.
As a simple example, consider a system of two qubits and the product basis {|00i,|01i,|10i,|11i}.
The BPT

0A
1A

0B
00
10

1B
01
11

(2.2)

represents the natural tensor product structure given by construction, with each of the elements
placed at the row and column that corresponds to the values of the qubits. The subsystems A and
B in this case are the qubits themselves.
A minor rearrangement of the two qubit BPT

0A
1A

evenB
00
11

oddB
01
10

(2.3)

results in a new tensor product structure where we relabeled the columns to better match their new
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meaning. Here the value of the left qubit still varies with rows but what now varies with columns
is the overall parity of the two qubits, so subsystem A is still interpreted as the left qubit but
subsystem B is now associated with the parity degree of freedom. The isometry defined by this
BPT is
V = |0A i |evenB i h00| + |0A i |oddB i h01| + |1A i |oddB i h10| + |1A i |evenB i h11| ,

(2.4)

so with respect to this bipartition, the entangled Bell state |00i + |11i maps to |0A i |evenB i +
|1A i |evenB i, which is not entangled. From now on we will not explicitly label the rows and columns
on BPTs, but we will implicitly use the fact that the rows and columns represent the individual
degrees of freedom of the two subsystems in the bipartition.
The visual representation of BPTs can also be extended to capture direct-sum decompositions
of Hilbert spaces. By arranging basis elements into a block-diagonal table,
e111
e121
..
.

e112
e122
..
.

···
···
..
.
e211
..
.

···
..
.

(2.5)
..

.

we can specify Hilbert-space decompositions of the form
M
H∼
HAq ⊗ HBq ,
=

(2.6)

q

where the sector q is spanned by the basis elements eqik of the block q and each sector is further
decomposed into a tensor product of two subsystems according to the arrangement of elements inside
the block. We will refer to decompositions of the form (2.6) as generalized bipartitions, and by BPT
we will imply the generalized form (2.5). In Sections 6-8 we will further generalize this idea to nonrectangular BPTs that capture the notion of partial bipartitions, associated with decompositions
that cannot be expressed as in Eq. (2.6).
As an example, consider the 3 spin- 12 system decomposed into total spin sectors:
H=

1 1 1∼3 1 1
⊗ ⊗ = ⊕ ⊕ .
2 2 2
2 2 2

(2.7)

The bases that correspond to each total spin sector are 23 , m , 12 , m, 1 , 12 , m, 2 where m varies
from 32 to − 32 in integer steps and 1, 2 label the two distinct sectors of total spin 21 .The BPT
3 3
2, 2

3 1
2, 2

3
1
2, −2

3
3
2, −2
1 1
2, 2, 1

1
1
2, −2, 1

(2.8)
1 1
2, 2, 2
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1
1
2, −2, 2

represents the direct-sum decomposition of the Hilbert space into total spin sectors. By stacking
the two rows of total spin 12 into a single block,
3 3
2, 2

3 1
2, 2

3
1
2, −2

3
3
2, −2
1 1
2, 2, 1

1
1
2, −2, 1

1 1
2, 2, 2

1
1
2, −2, 2

(2.9)

we specify a different, more subtle decomposition of the Hilbert space. We now have two sectors,
one associated with total spin 32 and the other with total spin 12 where the 12 sector is further
decomposed into a tensor product


3
1
H∼
⊕
N
⊗
.
(2.10)
1
=
2
2
2
The virtual subsystem N 1 is usually referred to as the multiplicity subsystem while
spin- 12

2

1
2

still represents

the total
magnetization degree of freedom. The multiplicity subsystem N 1 is also well
2
known as the prototypical example of a noiseless subsystem [35], which encodes information in
the relational degrees of freedom that are invariant under collective rotations. In general, such
bipartitions naturally arise from the structure of irreducible representations of symmetry groups, as
we will see below.

2.3

Matrix Algebras and Their Representation

We will now summarize the relevant results of the representation theory of finite-dimensional operator algebras and relate them to the BPT picture of the previous subsection. Our exposition will
emphasize the structural details of the representation theory at the expense of mathematical rigor.
The mathematically inclined reader is referred to [36] or [37].
Let us first define what we mean by a matrix algebra2
Definition 2.1. A matrix algebra is a subset A ⊆ L (H) such that for any M1 , M2 ∈ A and c ∈ C:
(1) M1 + M2 ∈ A
(2) M1 M2 ∈ A
(3) cM1 ∈ A
(4) M1† ∈ A
For example, the set L (H) is a full matrix algebra on H. From here on we will use the term algebra
to mean matrix algebra as defined above.
Any finite (or infinite) set of matrices M := {M1 , M2 , ...Mn } can generate the algebra A :=
hM1 , M2 , ...Mn i (which the angled brackets denote) by taking the closure of M with respect to
In the literature, matrix algebras are often referred to as von Neumann algebras or C ∗ -algebras, even when only
finite-dimensional spaces are involved. We prefer the term “matrix algebra” to emphasize the fact that we are dealing
with a simpler, finite-dimensional, case where we need not be concerned with the subtleties of infinite-dimensional
spaces.
2
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operations in the above definition. It should be clear then that the algebra
hM1 , M2 , ...M
n
o n i is
†
†
†
spanned by linear combinations of products of elements {M1 , M2 , ...Mn } ∪ M1 , M2 , ...Mn .
The central result of representation theory of matrix algebras is known as Wedderburn decomposition [38], and it can be stated in the following way:
Theorem 2.2. (Wedderburn Decomposition) For every algebra A ⊆ L (H), the Hilbert space H
decomposes into
"
#
M
H∼
(2.11)
HA q ⊗ H B q ⊕ H 0
=
q

such that every element M ∈ A is of the form
#
"
M
M=
IAq ⊗ MBq ⊕ 0,

(2.12)

q

where IAq is the identity on HAq and MBq is any matrix on HBq , and all matrices of this form are
elements of A.
(for a contemporary exposition of the proof see Section 2.7 in [36] or Appendix A of [39])
In the language of representation theory, Eq. (2.11) is the decomposition of H into irreducible
representations (irreps) of the algebra A. The tensor factors HBq in the bipartition are associated
with distinct irreps of A while the tensor factors HAq are associated with the multiplicity of distinct
irreps. It is important to note the significance of the fact that not only all M ∈ A are of the form
(2.12), but that any matrix of this form is necessarily an element of A. Therefore, the decomposition
(2.11) is the defining structure of an algebra that selects the elements of the algebra to be all the
matrices that act nontrivially only on the tensor factors HBq in the decomposition. The null space
H0 is the space where the algebra is not supported and its elements act on H0 as the null matrix.
From now on we will ignore the null space in the decomposition and assume the Hilbert space H to
exclude H0 . 3
As was discussed in Sec. 2.2, decompositions such as (2.11) are generalized bipartitions that
correspond to a BPT of the form (2.5). This correspondence and the result of Theorem 2.2 suggest
that the defining structure of an algebra is explicitly captured by a BPT. We can therefore explicitly
specify algebras with BPTs and vice versa via this correspondence.
In order to see what the BPT tells us about the structure of an algebra we consider the basis
{ eqik } that corresponds to the decomposition (2.11) in the sense that for every sector q there are
product bases {|aqi i bqk } of HAq ⊗ HBq such that eqik = |aqi i bqk (note that this definition is not
unique and any choice of local basis |aqi i and bqk can work). According to Eq. (2.12), all matrices
in the algebra can be constructed from linear combinations of the operators
X q
q
Skl
:= IAq ⊗ bqk bql =
eik eqil .
(2.13)
i

These operators, which we will call bipartition operators (BPOs), are partial isometries, and they
form an (unnormalized) operator basis for the algebra.
3

In the cases that we will consider, H0 does not appear in the decomposition. Even when H0 does appear, it
simply means that that part of the Hilbert space is irrelevant for operators of the algebra.
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Now consider the BPT constructed with the basis eqik :
e111
e121
..
.

e112
e122
..
.

···
···
..
.
e211
..
.

···
..
.

(2.14)
..

.

q
and the subspaces selected by the basis elements of the distinct rows and columns. The BPO Skl
acts by mapping the basis element in column l of block q to the parallel element in column k of the
same block; this is a partial isometry between subspaces of the columns. Since the basis elements
inside each row are mapped to themselves by the BPOs, and since the BPOs span the algebra,
distinct rows of the BPT define invariant subspaces of the algebra. The row subspaces are minimal
invariant subspaces (they do not contain smaller invariant subspaces) because BPOs act on these
subspaces as the full matrix algebra which is irreducible [37].
Column subspaces are also a meaningful part of the matrix algebra structure. The projection
operator on the subspace of column k in block q is just a special case of a BPO (projections are the
trivial partial isometries from subspaces to themselves):
X q
q
Skk
=
eik eqik .
(2.15)
i
q
The adjoint action of the projection Skk
on any other BPO results in
0

q
q
q
Skk
Skq0 l0 Skk
= δqq0 δkk0 δkl0 Skk
.

(2.16)

q
Since every element of the algebra is a linear combination of BPOs, the adjoint action of Skk
on
any M ∈ A must result in
q
q
q
.
(2.17)
∝ Skk
M Skk
Skk

Projections in the algebra for which Eq. (2.17) holds for all elements M ∈ A are the key building
blocks of the algebra:
Definition 2.3. A projection Π ∈ A is called a minimal projection if for every M ∈ A we have
ΠM Π ∝ Π. 4
q
Not only are all Skk
’s minimal projections, they are also the maximal set of such projections.

Definition 2.4. A set of projections {Πk } ⊆ A is called a maximal set of minimal projections
(MSMP)
P if every Πk is minimal and all Πk are pairwise orthogonal and sum to the identity element
IA := k Πk of the algebra.
4

This property is equivalent to a different, more common, defining property: Πmin is minimal if for all projections
Π ∈ A such that ΠΠmin = Π it implies that either Π = 0 or Π = Πmin . We prefer to define it the other way because
this is the only property of minimal projections that we will use.
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The columns
 qof a BPT are therefore a concise summary of a particular choice of MSMP given by
the BPOs Skk (the non-uniqueness of this choice traces back to the freedom to choose the local
basis bqk ).
The commutant A0 of an algebra A is the set of all matrices that commute with every element
of A



A0 := M 0 ∈ L (H) | M 0 , M = 0, ∀M ∈ A ,
(2.18)
and is itself also an algebra. The irrep decomposition for A0 is essentially the same as for A with
the roles of the tensor factors HAq and HBq reversed. That is, if
H∼
=

M

HAq ⊗ HBq

(2.19)

q

is the irrep decomposition for A, then all M 0 ∈ A0 are of the form
M
MA0 q ⊗ IBq .
M0 =

(2.20)

q

For the BPTs this implies a reversal of roles between rows and columns. Given the BPT of A we
can get the BPT of A0 by rotating rows into columns; we will call this transformation a transpose.
Consequently, BPOs constructed from a transposed BPT span the commutant of the algebra.
A simple example of an algebra is the full matrix algebra L (H). The BPT of this algebra is just
a single row of all basis elements |ek i (the choice of basis is arbitrary)

e1

e2

···

ed

(2.21)

The BPOs defined by this table are just the matrix units
Skl = |ek i hel |

(2.22)

that span all the matrices in the algebra. The transpose of this BPT results in a single column that
corresponds to a single BPO that is the identity matrix I. This means that the commutant of the
full matrix algebra L (H) consists of the span of I, as expected.
Another important example of an algebra is the algebra hM i generated by a single self-adjoint
matrix M . By definition, hM i is the set of all matrices spanned by M n for all natural n. The key
fact about this algebra is that it contains, and therefore can be spanned by, the spectral projections
of M :
Proposition 2.5. Let M be a self-adjoint matrix with the spectral decomposition
X
M=
λk Πk

(2.23)

k

where λk are distinct (non-zero) eigenvalues and Πk are projections on eigenspaces. Then
hM i = span {Πk } .
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(2.24)

This fact can be shown by first identifying the identity element IhM i in this algebra (it does
not have to be the full identity matrix). The identity element is constructed using the minimal
polynomial p (x) of M (that is, the smallest degree polynomial for which p (M ) = 0) and the fact
that for self-adjoint matrices the minimal polynomial is of the form p (x) = f (x) or p (x) = xf (x)
where f is such that f (0) 6= 0. Then
IhM i :=

f (M ) − If (0)
∈ hM i
−f (0)

acts as the identity on M , and uniqueness of the identity implies that
X
IhM i =
Πk .

(2.25)

(2.26)

k

With the identity, we can re-express the spectral projections as
Πk =

Y M − λl IhM i
∈ hM i .
λk − λl

(2.27)

l6=k

Since every natural power of M is in the span of spectral projections, Πk ’s span the whole algebra
hM i.
The projections Πk are in fact the MSMP of hM i, since for all powers n we have
Πk M n Πk = (λk )n Πk

(2.28)

and clearly they are pairwise orthogonal and sum to the identity. Since the MSMP {Πk } spans
hM i, these are the only BPOs in this algebra. From a complete set of BPOs it is easy to build a
BPT. In general we have seen that each minimal projection defines a column and columns in the
same block are related to each other by a proper partial isometry. In this case there are no proper
partial isometries so each column is its own block.

Π1
(2.29)

Π2
..

.

The height of each column is the rank of the projection and the arrangement of basis elements
inside the columns is not important in this case. The irrep decomposition implied by this BPT
decomposes the Hilbert space into sectors of distinct eigenspaces of M
M
H∼
HAk ⊗ hBk
(2.30)
=
k

where the tensor factors B (associated with the columns in each block) are one dimensional and
the tensor factors A (associated with the rows in each block) are of dimension equal to the rank
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of Πk . Eq. (2.12) is then the statement that all elements of hM i are given by the span of Πk .
Under transpose, each block of the BPT becomes a row specifying the full matrix algebra on that
eigenspace of M . The commutant is then the direct sum of full matrix algebras on the eigenspaces
of M , which is also what Eq. (2.20) implies.
As we have seen, the structure of the algebra generated by a single self-adjoint matrix M is
fully characterized by the spectral decomposition of M . Our derivation of the irrep decomposition
by constructing a BPT from BPOs ended up being a roundabout way of decomposing the Hilbert
space into eigenspaces of M . We will see in Section 4 that this approach generalizes to algebras
generated by multiple elements hM1 , M2 ...i. In that case, spectral projections of generators are not
sufficient to characterize the structure of the algebra, but they can be used to produce a complete
set of BPOs that will specify a BPT and so the irrep decomposition.
The last special case of an algebra that is very useful is the group algebra. A group algebra is
an algebra generated by matrices that form a group. The same matrices that generate the group
generate the group algebra, however, the term “generate” in the context of matrix algebras means
that we also include linear combinations of the group elements. That is, if G is a (finite or Lie)
group generated by L1 , L2 ... then the group algebra CG is the span of elements of G
CG := hL1 , L2 ...i = span {G} .

(2.31)

An important fact about group algebras is that their irrep decomposition is the same as the irrep
decomposition for the group.
Proposition 2.6. Let G be a finite or Lie unitary group generated by L1 , L2 ... acting on the Hilbert
space H. If
M
H∼
HAq ⊗ HBq
(2.32)
=
q

is the irrep decomposition of H such that all elements U (g) ∈ G are of the form
M
U (g) =
IAq ⊗ Uq (g)

(2.33)

q

where Uq (g) are irreducible, then (2.32) is the irrep decomposition for the group algebra
CG = hL1 , L2 ...i .

(2.34)

This fact follows from the observation that if a subspace is invariant under the action of the
group then it is invariant under the action of the group algebra, since linear combinations of group
elements preserve the same subspaces as the elements themselves. The same reasoning establishes
that invariant subspaces that are equivalent representations for group elements are also equivalent
for linear combinations of group elements. This leads to the conclusion that groups and their
algebras have the same minimal invariant subspaces with the same equivalences, which means that
they have the same irrep structure, hence the same irrep decomposition.
Proposition 2.6 will allow us to construct the irrep decomposition for group algebras using
the known irreps of groups. For example, going back to the 3 spin- 21 case, Eq. (2.10) is the irrep
decomposition associated with the SU (2) group of collective rotations on the spins. It is constructed
by recognizing the total spin basis (via the Clebsch-Gordan coefficients) that identify the minimal
invariant subspaces of total spin 32 and 21 that decompose the Hilbert space into irreps of SU (2).
Since the group of total rotations is generated by the total spin operators Jx , Jy ,Jz , we can
conclude that the irrep decomposition of the algebra generated by Jx , Jy , Jz is given by the irrep
decomposition (2.10).
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3

Operational Approach to Decoherence

3.1

The Decoherence Program

In this subsection we review some basic aspects of the decoherence program, which we will apply
below to the reduced states produced by our generalized state-reduction maps. The decoherence
program is a well-established field with an extensive literature and our treatment here will be terse.
The reader already familiar with its details is invited to proceed to the next subsection. Conversely,
more details can be found, for example, in the review [8] or the textbook [40]. Several formulations
of the decoherence program exist; here we discuss only the “Zurekian” framework.
The (Zurekian) decoherence program is a formalism for describing the circumstances under which
a system can be classically measured. Recall that the Born rule states that the possible results of
measuring an observable O in a state |ψi of a system represented by the Hilbert space HS are the
eigenstates |oi i of the observables, with a probability |hoi |ψi|2 of obtaining each individual outcome.
From the point of view of the system alone, the (projective) measurement process is non-unitary;
for example, if the |oi i are not eigenstates of the system’s Hamiltonian so that hoi (t)|oj (t)i =
6 δij ,
time evolution will act differently on the initial state and the post-measurement state. In particular, interference terms will be suppressed in the post-measurement state, which no longer evolves
coherently.
The Zurekian decoherence program implements this “de-coherence” process, which is effectively
non-unitary for the system alone, as a unitary process on a larger Hilbert space consisting of the
tensor product5 H ' HS ⊗ HE of the original system and an environment HE . If the Hamiltonian
contains interaction terms between the system and environment degrees of freedom, then an initial
product state can evolve into an entangled state of the system and environment:
X
|Ψ (t = 0)i = |ψiS |e0 iE → |Ψ (t)i =
ci (t) |si (t)iS |ei (t)iE .
(3.1)
i

In fact for any choice of initial state and time evolution this decomposition can be performed exactly
at any moment in time for a particular choice of orthonormal bases for the system and environment
(the Schmidt decomposition). However, as the time dependence indicates, decompositions at different times are generically unrelated; in particular, the state |si (τ )iS |ei (τ )iE is not the Hamiltonian
evolution of |si (t)iS |ei (t)iE .
For the particular states and interactions that admit decoherence, however, there exists, at least
approximately, a decomposition of the entangled state into “branches” which evolve independently
of each other; that is, a choice of bases in which Uτ −t |si (t)iS |ei (t)iE ≈ |si (τ )iS |ei (τ )iE ∀i, so
that the ci are constant6 :
X
|Ψ (t)i ≈
ci |si (t)iS |ei (t)iE .
(3.2)
i

Hence there is a one-to-one association of system states |si iS and environment states |ei iE in the
5

Although some careful treatments require a tripartite system-apparatus-environment split (e.g. [8, 41, 42]), here
we will only split out the system from the environment; when such distinctions are important we have in mind that
the system is small and quantum so that a (large, classical) apparatus is a subsystem of the environment.
6
If the Hamiltonian is time-dependent, as it is, for example, if the interaction only occurs in a specific period of
time, then we should interpret this condition as holding in some finite time interval. Intuitively this condition says
that, after the measurement-causing interaction occurs, the environment should, at least temporarily, record the state
of the system [43, 44].
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“pointer basis” given by the decomposition. It immediately follows7 from Eq. (3.2) that the reduced
density matrix describing the state of the system is
ρS = trE |ΨihΨ| ≈ |ci |2 |si ihsi |,

(3.3)

so the system can be described to good approximation as a statistical mixture of the states |si iS ,
in agreement with the action of the Born rule on the system alone. If we only have access to the
information in the system, we can check for the presence of decoherence by looking for a choice of
basis in which the reduced density matrix becomes, and remains, approximately diagonal.
We comment briefly on the physical significance of the conditions (3.2),(3.3). The branch label
i picks out a distinct state of the system and, crucially, a state of the environment |ei iE which is
one-one correlated with the state of the system. Because each of the environment states |ei iE has
zero (or very small) overlap with the environment state associated with other system states, we say
that the environment is monitoring the state of the system, or keeping a record of it. Again, this is a
dynamical process: the environment starts in a particular initial ready state which is not entangled
with the initial state of the system, but interactions between the system and environment cause the
environment to record the state of the system. It is often convenient to decompose the Hamiltonian
generating time evolution on the total Hilbert space into pieces denoting evolution in the system
and environment alone, as well as an interaction Hamiltonian connecting the two factors:
H = HS + HE + Hint .

(3.4)

In general a decoherence analysis requires conditions on all of these components, but when decoherence occurs in the limit that the interaction strength is much larger than the other two terms
(for a suitable choice of norm), the branches are simply given by the eigenstates of the interaction
Hamiltonian.
Because the overall state starts as a product state but ends as an entangled superposition of
branches, we see that decoherence is associated with entropy production, visible as the Shannon
entropy of the classical probability distribution |ci |2 over system states. In fact the connection
between decoherence, entropy growth, and the production of records in the environment can be
made more precise [44]. In laboratory settings, for example when the environment includes photons
and air molecules bouncing off an experimental apparatus, we expect that the environment in fact
contains very many highly redundant records of the system state [43].
We emphasize that in most setups the situations which lead to decoherence are non-generic. The
decoherence program requires, in particular, an initial (low-entropy) product state between the system and the environment, a special initial “ready” state of the environment which will subsequently
be able to record the state of the system, and dynamics which allow the system to interact with
the environment while still admitting effective non-dissipative evolution in the system alone after
branching has occurred. If, instead of analyzing a particular measurement apparatus, we want to
7

Actually Eq. (3.2) is more general: it describes a situation in which the system-environment product kets are
orthonormal but in which the system or environment kets need not individually be orthonormal. In particular it is
easy to imagine situations (for example, a measurement apparatus that can record the state of a spin in multiple
different bases) in which the system states |si iS need not be orthonormal, or even where the sum is over a larger
number of terms than the dimensionality of the system. In this case we should not expect the reduced density matrix
to be a good record of the actual branches. See Sec. 2 of [42] for further discussion of this point. In practice we
expect that we can deal with such cases by moving degrees of freedom from the environment into the system (in the
above example, the choice of which basis to measure in) until the system states are themselves orthogonal.
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use the decoherence formalism to determine which states are classical, we need to vary over some of
these initial specifications. In particular, if we don’t start a preferred identification of the system,
but instead, like in cosmology, wish to pick out the natural classical degrees of freedom, we need to
vary over possible system-environment decompositions [19].

3.2

State Reduction from Operational Constraints

In the study of decoherence we usually start by postulating the system-environment split H =
HE ⊗ HS . The state-reduction map trE : H −→ HS is then characterized by demanding
tr (IE ⊗ OS ρ) = tr (OS trE (ρ))

(3.5)

for all ρ and OS , which leads to the definition of the partial-trace map. The reduced state trE (ρ) is
understood as the state of the subsystem HS and unitary evolution of ρ (usually) results in a loss
of coherence for trE (ρ).
The operational justification for the system-environment split HE ⊗ HS comes from an assertion
that only measurements of the form IE ⊗ OS are allowed. In the language of matrix algebras
(see Section 2.3) we can say that the allowed measurements IE ⊗ OS form an algebra and the
system-environment split HE ⊗ HS comes from the irrep decomposition of this algebra. By taking
this perspective we do not have to postulate the system-environment split; instead we derive it as
the irrep decomposition of the algebra of allowed observables. This suggests a strictly operational
approach to decoherence where the algebra of allowed observables is the primary object from which
the Hilbert-space bipartition and the state-reduction map are derived.
In this operational approach, we start with a Hilbert space H and an algebra A ⊆ L (H) that
reflects our operational constraints. The assumption is that in principle, all observables O ∈ A
can be measured, but nothing else. This is the generalization of the earlier assumption that only
observables of the form IE ⊗OS are allowed. This of course may be an overstatement of the practical
reality, in which not all O ∈ A are in fact measurable, but it is still a useful assumption that outlines
what definitely cannot be measured. (Similarly, when we make the usual system-environment split
we do not actually consider all IE ⊗ OS to be measurable, but it is still a useful assumption that
outlines the boundary of the inaccessible environment). In Sections 6-8 below we will introduce a
more flexible notion of bipartition that captures restrictions to observables that do not have to form
an algebra.
With the algebra A ⊆ L (H) the Hilbert space decomposes into the generalized bipartition (see
Theorem 2.2)
M
H∼
HEq ⊗ HSq
(3.6)
=
q

where only subsystems HSq are accessible with observables restricted to O ∈ A. This decomposition
generalizes the usual system-environment split in that it can identify multiple superselection sectors
each of which is split into system and environment. The superselection sectors are manifestations
of the fact that superpositions between state vectors in different sectors are unobservable and unpreparable with the given operational constraints. The reduced Hilbert space is therefore given
by
M
H{Sq } :=
HSq
(3.7)
q
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L
L
where the observables q IEq ⊗ OSq ∈ A reduce to q OSq . Now the state-reduction map tr{Eq }
can be defined in two steps: first, impose the superselection rules; second, discard the environments:
M
M
tr{Eq } : ρ 7−→
Πq ρΠq 7−→
trEq (Πq ρΠq )
(3.8)
q

q

where Πq are projections on the superselection sectors. Finally, the analog of Eq. (3.5)
!
!
! !
M
M
OSq tr{Eq } (ρ)
tr
IEq ⊗ OSq ρ = tr

(3.9)

q

q

can be shown to hold by considering the trace on each sector q separately and applying Eq. (3.5).
We can now see that restriction of observables to an algebra manifests itself in two ways: superselection and system-environment split. Superselection is responsible for eliminating some of the
reduced state’s coherence terms by fiat; since no observable that could detect such coherences is
measurable in principle. The system-environment split, on the other hand, is responsible for eliminating the coherence terms dynamically. That is, even if some superpositions could be detected
in principle, they become entangled with the environment so rapidly that we cannot actually see
them; this is the idea of environment-induced superselection or einselection [45]. In general, both
superselection and einselection can play a role in the appearance of classical reality.
A very simple case of classicality from superselection comes up when we restrict the measurements to a single observable O. The algebra generated by O is spanned by the spectral projections
Πk (see Proposition 2.5) associated with the distinct measurement outcomes. The irrep decomposition is then the decomposition of H into the eigenspaces of O
M
M
H∼
HEk ⊗ hSk ∼
HEk
(3.10)
=
=
k

k

where the system parts hSk are one-dimensional and can be absorbed into HEk . The state-reduction
map (3.8) then becomes
M
ρ 7−→
tr (Πk ρ)
(3.11)
k

which is the reduction of ρ into a classical probability distribution over the outcomes k. Therefore, when only one observable can be measured all quantum states are operationally equivalent to
classical probability distributions, and no coherence effects can be observed.
The more interesting cases involve more than one observable. For example, in a laboratory
settings it is common to have a single readout (measurement) operation O supplemented
by o
a set
n
†
of control operations {Uα }. Then the allowed measurements consist of the set Oα := Uα OUα for
all α. Such sets can be as simple as position and momentum {X, P } or the angular momentum
operators {Jx , Jy , Jz }. When the underlying system consists of many particles for which we can
only measure the collective version of these observables, or when there is a single particle but the
observables have limited resolution, we can expect non-trivial manifestations of superselection and
einselection effects.
This leads us to the main technical difficulty of the operational approach: finding the irrep
decomposition of algebras generated by {Oα }. In the cases where {Oα } forms a group with a known
representation structure, the irrep decomposition is given by the group’s irreps (see Proposition 2.6).
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In other cases, however, we need a systematic way of constructing the irrep decomposition from the
generating set of observables {Oα }. The solution of this problem is the subject of the next section,
and one of the main technical results of this paper.

4

Irrep Decomposition of Matrix Algebras by Scattering of Projections

The problem that we will address here is the following:
Given a finite set of self-adjoint matrices {M1 , M2 , ..., Mn } that generate the algebra A,
find the irrep decomposition of A as in Theorem 2.2.
As was discussed in Section 2.3, the explicit specification of an irrep structure can be given by a
choice of basis arranged into a bipartition table (BPT), with the columns specifying a maximal set
of minimal projections (MSMP) and the alignment of rows specifying the partial isometries that
map between the columns. Conversely, given an MSMP and partial isometries that map between
them, we can construct a BPT by following our definitions of the rows and columns. This suggests
that in order to find the irrep structure of an algebra, we need to find an MSMP and the partial
isometries that map between them.
According to its definition (Definition 2.4) an MSMP is called maximal because it resolves the
identity element of the algebra, but this does not mean that it alone can generate the whole algebra.
In the BPT picture, the elements of the MSMP determine the columns but are oblivious to how the
columns are aligned with each other. In order to construct the BPT, we will only need to supplement
the MSMP with additional minimal projections that will allow it to generate the algebra. These
additional projections define the partial isometries that map between the elements of the MSMP,
which determines the alignment of columns in the BPT. The main task of the irrep decomposition
algorithm is then to find a set of minimal projections that generates the algebra and contains an
MSMP.
Before we go into specifics, let us outline the 4 main steps of the algorithm that we develop in
this section:
1. Construct the initial set of projections from the spectral projections of the generators {M1 , M2 , ..., Mn }.
2. Keep applying the rank-reducing operation called scattering on the set of projections until no
further reduction is possible; this produces the final set of projections.
3. Verify that the final set of projections (which generates the algebra by construction) consists
of minimal projections and contains an MSMP.
4. Use the final set of projections to construct the BPT.
Step 1 is a conversion of the input from self-adjoint operators to their spectral projections. Step 2,
the heart of the algorithm, uses the scattering operation that we will define in Section 4.1. Step 3 is
necessary because Step 2 is not guaranteed to produce minimal projections (although this is what
happens in practice); we will explain how to deal with this in Section 4.2. Step 4 is the construction
of the basis elements that populate the rows and columns of the BPT, which we will define in
Section 4.3. The formal definition of the algorithm and the proof of its correctness are deferred to
Section 4.4.
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In the following, it will be beneficial to have a concrete example to consider as we go over the
details of the algorithm. For this purpose, we will now introduce a toy example that will be used
throughout this section to illustrate the steps of the algorithm.
Toy Example
The example that we will consider here is a quantum system described by an eight-dimensional
Hilbert space. The system itself and the measurements that we will consider are not motivated
by physical considerations, but by their simplicity and ability to illustrate the key aspects of the
algorithm. More physically-motivated examples will be considered in Section 5 below.
The toy example consists of the Hilbert space H, spanned by the eight basis elements {|ii}i=1,...,8 ,
and two incompatible projective measurements given by the self-adjoint operators Z and X. (This
choice of names is only meant to be suggestive of their non-commutativity; we will remain agnostic
to the physical nature of this system.) The problem is to find the irreps of the algebra hZ, Xi which
will allow us to simultaneously block-diagonalize the two non-commuting observables. Once we have
this structure, it will be apparent what information encoded in the quantum states is accessible with
the measurements Z, X, and what is not.
The observables Z and X have two outcomes associated with the spectral projections {ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;2 }
and {ΠX;1 , ΠX;2 }8 that sum to the identity. The spectral projections are defined as follows:
ΠZ;1 := |1i h1| + |2i h2| + |3i h3| + |4i h4|
ΠX;1 :=

+37
−

+37
−

+

+1256
−

+1256
−

,

where we have used the shorthand notation
E
1
+i1 ,i2 ,...
(|i1 i + |i2 i + ... − |j1 i − |j2 i − ...)
−j1 ,j2 ,... := √
N
√
( N is the normalization) so
+37
−
+1256
−

1
:= √ (|3i + |7i)
2
1
:= (|1i + |2i + |5i + |6i) .
2

(4.1)
(4.2)

(4.3)

(4.4)
(4.5)

Their complementary projections are given by ΠZ;2 := I − ΠZ;1 , ΠX;2 := I − ΠX;1 .
As was discussed in Proposition 2.5, the spectral projections of each self-adjoint operator are part
of the algebra that it generates, and the algebra hZ, Xi is also generated by hΠZ;1 , ΠZ;2 , ΠX;1 , ΠX;2 i.
This replacement of generators from self-adjoint matrices to their spectral projections is Step 1 of the
algorithm. We will continue this example after we define and prove some facts about the scattering
algorithm.

4.1

Scattering of Projections

Scattering is the basic operation that we will use to break down the spectral projections of the
generators into smaller rank projections.
8

We do not need to know their eigenvalues but we will assume that they are nonzero. We can always shift all
eigenvalues of the observable, without changing any physical predictions, so none of them are zero.
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Definition 4.1. Scattering
n
o nis anooperation on a pair of projections Π1 , Π2 that produces a pair of
(λ)
(λ)
sets of projections Π1 , Π2 . The elements in each set come from the spectral decompositions
Π1 Π2 Π1 =

X

(λ)

(4.6)

(λ)

(4.7)

λΠ1

λ6=0

Π2 Π1 Π2 =

X

λΠ2

λ6=0

(the sums are over unique non-zero eigenvalues λ) with the addition of null projections defined by9
X (λ)
(0)
Πi=1,2 := Πi −
Πi .
(4.8)
λ6=0
(0)

It will be very convenient n
to consider
the null projections Πi as just the λ = 0 elements of the
o
(λ)
(0)
, even when Πi = 0 in Eq. (4.8). Also note that, although the
set of spectral projections Πi
definition does not say so explicitly, the spectrum λ in both Eq. (4.6) and (4.7) is the same (we will
prove this in Lemma 4.4 below).
n
o
(λ)
From this definition, we see that all the projections in the set Πi
are pairwise orthogonal
and sum to their predecessor
(λ )
(λ )
(0)
Πi = Πi 1 + Πi 2 + ... + Πi ,
(4.9)
so they are of lower rank than their predecessor Πi . Thus, in analogy with the scattering of particles,
the scattering of projections “breaks” them into smaller constituents (the “interaction” in this analogy
is the adjoint action of Eq. (4.6),(4.7))
Π1
Π2

DfE
E D

(λ1 )

Π1

(λ2 )

+ Π1

(0)

+ ... + Π1

(4.10)
(λ )
Π2 1

+

(λ )
Π2 2

+ ... +

(0)
Π2

This defines scattering in the general case. There is also a special case that is important enough
to have its own definition:
Definition 4.2. A pair of projections Π1 , Π2 is called reflecting if both projections remain unbroken
by scattering, that is
Π1 Π2 Π1 = λΠ1

(4.11)

Π2 Π1 Π2 = λΠ2

(4.12)

where the coefficient λ is called the reflection coefficient. We will say that Π1 , Π2 are properly
reflecting if the reflection coefficient is not 0 (i.e. they are not orthogonal, Π1 Π2 6= 0)
It should be clear that rank 1 projections are always reflecting (however, reflecting projections
can be of any rank). Another couple of useful facts about reflecting projections are given by the
following proposition:
9

Null projections should not be confused with projections on the kernel of Πi Πj Πi . The kernel projections are
P (λ)
given by I − λ Πi which is not the same as Eq. (4.8).
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Proposition 4.3. Let Π1 , Π2 be a pair of properly reflecting projections with the reflection coefficient
λ 6= 0, then:
(1) Π1 and Π2 have the same rank.
(2) Π1 = Π2 if λ = 1.
Proof. We take the trace on both sides of Eq. (4.11), (4.12) and use the cyclic property of the trace
to get
tr (Π1 Π2 ) =λtr (Π1 )

(4.13)

tr (Π1 Π2 ) =λtr (Π2 )

(4.14)

Since the λ’s are the same (this will be proven in general in Lemma 4.4) then tr (Π1 ) =
tr (Π2 ) so they must have the same rank.
If, in addition, λ = 1 then

tr(Π1 Π2 )
λ

=

0 =Π1 − Π1 Π2 Π1 = (Π1 − Π1 Π2 ) (Π1 − Π1 Π2 )†

(4.15)

0 =Π2 − Π2 Π1 Π2 = (Π2 − Π2 Π1 ) (Π2 − Π2 Π1 )†

(4.16)

so
0 = Π 1 − Π1 Π2

(4.17)

0 = (Π2 − Π2 Π1 )† .

(4.18)

Thus, Π1 = Π1 Π2 = Π2 .
The importance of reflecting projections is that they do not break under scattering (this choice
of terminology is a continuation of our commitment to the analogy with particles). In Step 2 of the
algorithm, we will apply the scattering operation on pairs of projections until no further reduction is
possible. The impossibility of reduction is then the case of all projections being pairwise reflecting.
We are guaranteed to reach entirely reflecting projections because scattering produces projections
of smaller rank (unless it reflects) and projections of rank 1 are always reflecting.
The most important fact about scattering is that regardless
n of what the
o initial projections Π1 , Π2
(λ)
(λ)
are, the resulting projections are a series of reflecting pairs Π1 , Π2
with reflection coefficients
n
o
n
o
0
(λ)
(λ)
(λ )
(λ0 )
λ, and every pair Π1 , Π2
is orthogonal to any other pair Π1 , Π2
.
n
o n
o
(λ)
(λ)
Lemma 4.4. Let Π1 , Π2 be the initial projections and Π1 , Π2
be the sets of post scattering
projections given by Definition 4.1, then:
(1) The spectrum of eigenvalues λ is the same in both sets.
(λ)
(λ0 )
(2) For all λ 6= λ0 the pairs of projections Π1 , Π2 are orthogonal.
(λ)
(λ)
(3) For all λ the pairs of projections Π1 , Π2 are reflecting with reflection coefficient λ.
(λ)

Proof. We begin by taking λ and Π1 to be the eigenvalues and the spectral projections in the
decomposition of Π1 Π2 Π1 and assume nothing about the spectral decomposition of Π2 Π1 Π2 .
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(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

First, note that Π1 Π1 = Π1 Π1 = Π1 for all λ as can be seen from Eq. (4.9) and the fact
(0)
that all spectral projections (including Π1 ) are pairwise orthogonal. Then, if we act on both sides
(λ)
(λ0 )
of Eq. (4.6) by the adjoint with Π1 and Π1 we get
(λ0 )

(λ)

Π1 Π2 Π1

(λ)

= δλλ0 λΠ1 .

(4.19)
(0)

(0)

This equation holds for all λ including λ = 0, and it does not matter whether Π1 vanishes (Π1 = 0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
or not. In particular Π1 Π2 Π1 = 0 so Π1 Π2 = 0 because otherwise we would reach a contradiction,



† 

(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
(0)
0 6= Π1 Π2 Π1 Π2 = Π1 Π2 Π2 Π1
= Π1 Π2 Π1 = 0.
(4.20)
(0)

(0)

Therefore, Π1 Π2 = Π2 Π1 = 0. This allows us to write





X
X 1
(λ)
(0)
(λ) 

Π2 Π1 Π2 .
Π2 Π1 Π2 = Π2 Π1 − Π1 Π2 = Π2
Π1
Π2 =
λ
λ
λ6=0

(4.21)

λ6=0

The last step suggests the definition
(λ)

Π̃2 :=

1
(λ)
Π2 Π1 Π2 .
λ

(4.22)

These operators are clearly self-adjoint and, using Eq. (4.19), we can see that
(λ)

(λ0 )

Π̃2 Π̃2

=

1
1
(λ)
(λ0 )
(λ)
(λ)
Π2 Π1 Π2 Π1 Π2 = δλλ0 Π2 Π1 Π2 = δλλ0 Π̃2 ,
0
λλ
λ

(4.23)

(λ)

so they are pairwise orthogonal projections. Since the λ’s are distinct and Π̃2 are pairwise orthog(λ)
(λ)
onal projections, Eq. (4.21) must be the spectral decomposition of Π2 Π1 Π2 . Thus, Π̃2 = Π2 , and
the spectrum is the same for both Π1 Π2 Π1 and Π2 Π1 Π2 . This proves claim 1.
(λ0 )
Now, if we use Eq. (4.22) as the definition of Π2 and simplify with Eq. (4.19) we get the
identity
1
(λ) (λ0 )
(λ)
(λ0 )
(λ)
Π1 Π2 = Π1 Π2 Π1 Π2 0 = δλλ0 Π1 Π2 .
(4.24)
λ
This proves claim 2. In particular, for λ = λ0 , if we multiply this identity with its own adjoint on
both sides and again use Eq. (4.19) and (4.22), we get
(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

Π1 Π2 Π1 = Π1 Π2 Π1 = λΠ1
(λ)

(λ)

Π2 Π1 Π2 = Π2 Π1 Π2 = λΠ2

(4.25)
(4.26)

which proves claim 3.
Lemma 4.4 tells us that almost all projections that come out of scattering are pairwise orthogo(0)
(0)
nal. In particular, each of the null projections Π1 , Π2 is orthogonal to all other projections and
(λ)
(λ)
only the pairs Π1 , Π2 for λ 6= 0 are not orthogonal but properly reflecting. It is also interesting
(1)
(1)
to note that if there is λ = 1 in the spectrum then Π1 = Π2 (see Proposition 4.3), which oc(1)
curs if the initial projections project onto intersecting subspaces so Πi is the projection on their
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intersection. We can avoid scattering these projections twice in future iterations of the algorithm
by eliminating such duplicates. Lastly, note that Eq. (4.22) tells us how to get the post-scattering
(λ6=0)
(λ6=0)
(λ=0)
projections Π2
from the post-scattering projections Π1
(for Πi
we use Eq. (4.8)) so we
only need to calculate the spectral decomposition once for Π1 Π2 Π1 .
We now define a graph structure for a set of projections:
Definition 4.5. A (proper) reflection network associated with the set of reflecting projections {Πv } is
the graph G = {V, E} where the vertices are the projections V := {Πv } and every properly reflecting
pair is connected by an edge E := {(Πv , Πu ) | Πv Πu 6= 0} (only orthogonal reflecting projections do
not share an edge). An improper reflection network is the generalization of the above where not
all projections are known to be reflecting. In that case, there are two kinds of edges: one kind for
properly reflecting pairs (black solid edge) and one for unknowns (red dashed edge).
In general, reflection networks may have multiple connected components formed by subsets of projections that are orthogonal to every projection outside the subset. It does not mean, however, that
projections in the same connected component cannot be orthogonal; as long as there is a sequence
of proper reflection (or unknown) relations connecting the projections, they will be in the same
component. Also note that, according to Proposition 4.3, all projections in the same connected
component of a proper reflection network must be of the same rank.
We will now consider how the scattering operation affects the reflection network by focusing
on a pair of projections in the network. According to Lemma 4.4, in general a pair of projections
{Π1 , Π2 } with unknown relations (red edge) scatters into a series of pairs of reflecting projections
(λ)
(λ)
{Π1 , Π2 } (black edges unless λ = 0 then no edge), and each pair in the series is orthogonal to
all other pairs (no edges); see Fig 1(a). Fig 1(b) illustrates the special case where Π1 did not break
(λ )
under scattering so Π1 ≡ Π1 1 . The case where both {Π1 , Π2 } do not break (not shown) implies
that they are reflecting and the red edge between them is set to black or omitted, depending on
whether λ = 0.
Since both projections
{Π
n
o1 , Π2 } are part of a larger network, we also have to specify how the
(λk )
resulting projections Πi
inherit the relations with the rest of the elements in the network.
First, we note that orthogonality with other projections is preserved under scattering so we do not
need to add new edges that we did not already have. Red edges also do not need to be updated
(λ )
since every unknown relation that Πi had is still unknown for Πi k . Proper reflection relations,
however, do not survive when one of the projections is broken down into smaller rank projections,
because properly reflecting projections must have the same rank (see Proposition 4.3). Therefore,
(λ )
black edges that Πi had before scattering should be reset to red when inherited by Πi k , unless the
projection did not break, like in Fig 1(b), in which case the black edges remain intact.
Procedure
As we mentioned before, Step 1 of the algorithm produces the spectral projections of the generators.
Formally, we will refer to this step of the algorithm as the procedure GetAllSpectralProjections but we will not explicitly define it as it is self-evident.
We now have the definitions and the facts to define the procedure of Step 2 of the algorithm:
1: procedure ScatterAllProjections(SpecP rojs)
2:
P rojs ← SpecP rojs
3:
Relations ← InitializeReflectionRelations(P rojs)
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(a)

(b)

...

...

Figure 1: Update rules for reflection relations after scattering. The red (dashed) edges represent
unknown reflection relations, black (solid) edges represent properly-reflecting pairs, absent edges
represent orthogonal pairs. One-sided edges stand for the reflection relations with other projections
n
o
(λ )
in the rest of the network. (a) In the generic case where each Πi=1,2 breaks down into Πi k ,
the result is a series of properly reflecting pairs (for nλ = 0 o
the pair is orthogonal) as described in
(λk )
from Πi with the black (solid) edges
Lemma 4.4. All the external edges are inherited by Πi
being reset to red (dashed). (b) In the special case where Π1 did not break down under scattering,
(λ )
we know Π1 ≡ Π1 1 . In this case, Π2 may break down to at most two projections (if it also did not
(λ )
(λ )
break down then Π1 , Π2 should just be relabeled as reflecting) such that Π1 1 , Π2 1 are properly
(0)
reflecting and Π2 is orthogonal to both. In (b) the update rule of external edges differs from the
(λ )
generic case (a) in that for unbroken projection Π1 1 , the black (solid) edges are not reset to red
(dashed).
Ref lectN et ← {P rojs, Relations}
5:
while IsEverythingReflecting(Ref lectN et) is false do
6:
P air ← PickNonReflectPair(Ref lectN et)
7:
P ostScatP air ← ScatterProjectionsPair(P air)
8:
Ref lectN et ← UpdateReflectionNetwork(Ref lectN et, P air, P ostScatP air)
9:
end while
10:
return Ref lectN et
11: end procedure
The procedure starts by constructing the improper reflection network from the initial spectral
projections and initializing all edges to red except the ones that are known to be reflecting (like
rank 1 or orthogonal projections). It then proceeds to iterations where it picks a pair of projections
connected by a red edge,10 scatters it,11 and updates the relations in the network according to
the rules given in Fig. 1. The procedure ScatterAllProjections finishes when the reflection
network is proper: that is, when all projections are reflecting (all edges are black). This procedure
is guaranteed to terminate because every scattering iteration either identifies a previously unknown
4:

10

For better efficiency we should prioritize projections of lowest rank. Such projections are less likely to break down
under scattering, which will reduce the number of resets of proper reflection relations that happen when we update
the network after scattering.
11
As was discussed after Lemma 4.4, the projections in Pair may intersect on a subspace and the projection on this
subspace will appear twice in PostScatPair. Eliminating such duplicate projections is not necessary for the success
of the algorithm but it will improve efficiency.
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(a)

(b)

(c)
Figure 2: Evolution of the reflection network of the toy model during two scattering iterations.
The red (dashed) edges represent unknown reflection relations, black (solid) edges represent properly reflecting pairs, absent edges represent orthogonal pairs. (a) Is the initial improper reflection
network. (b) Is the intermediate network after one scattering iteration. (c) Is the final proper
reflection network after two scatterings.
reflecting pair or scatters a pair into a series of reflecting pairs of lower rank. Eventually, all
projections will either be reflecting, or they will be reduced to rank 1 and thus again must be
reflecting.
Toy Example (continued)
Before we consider the initial reflection network we note that one of the four initial spectral projections {ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;2 , ΠX;1 , ΠX;2 } is redundant in generating the algebra. That is because ΠX;2 =
I − ΠX;1 = ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;2 − ΠX;1 so the algebra generated just by {ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;2 , ΠX;1 } is the same as
before.
The initial improper reflection network is show in Fig 2(a). We begin by scattering the pair
{ΠZ;1 , ΠX;1 }
+37
ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;1
ΠZ;1 ΠX;1 ΠZ;1 =ΠZ;1 +37
−
−
1
1
+12
= |3i h3| + +12
.
−
2
2 −

There is only one eigenvalue λ =

1
2

+1256
−

+1256
−

ΠZ;1

(4.27)
(4.28)

here which identifies a single spectral projection
(1/2)

ΠZ;1 = |3i h3| +
31

+12
−

+12
−

.

(4.29)

(1/2)

(0)

Thus, the rank 4 projection ΠZ;1 breaks into two rank 2 projections ΠZ;1 = ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;1 (see
Definition 4.1), where
(0)
+1
(4.30)
ΠZ;1 = |4i h4| + +1
−2
−2 .
In principle, the breaking of the second projection ΠX;1 in the scattering is calculated using Eq.
(4.22) resulting in
(1/2)

ΠX;1 =

1
(1/2)
ΠX;1 ΠZ;1 ΠX;1 =
1/2

+37
−

+37
−

+

+1256
−

+1256
−

= ΠX;1 ,

(4.31)

which tells us that ΠX;1 did not break (when the scattering has only one non-zero eigenvalue, as is
this case, we already know at least one of the projections does not break). The reflection network
after the first scattering is shown in Fig 2(b).
Repeating the same for the scattering of ΠZ;2 with ΠX;1 we get
ΠZ;2 ΠX;1 ΠZ;2 =
(1/2)

1
1
|7i h7| +
2
2

+56
−

+56
−

(4.32)

(0)

so ΠZ;2 = ΠZ;2 + ΠZ;2 and
(1/2)

+56
−

(0)

+5
−6

ΠZ;2 = |7i h7| +
ΠZ;2 = |8i h8| +

+56
−
+5
−6

.

(4.33)
(4.34)

As before, ΠX;1 does not break in the scattering.
The final proper reflection network is shown in Fig 2(c).

4.2

Minimality and Completeness of Reflecting Projections

Now we will examine the properties of the set of projections that comes out of Step 2 of the algorithm.
As we discussed above, this step finishes when all projections are pairwise reflecting. In order to
construct the BPT, we will need at least one MSMP and any additional minimal projections required
to generate the whole algebra. Thus, we will have to establish whether the final set of reflecting
projections meets the following criteria:
1. Minimality: All projections in the final set are minimal (Definition 2.3).
2. Completeness: The final set contains at least one MSMP (Definition 2.4).
We will now introduce correction procedures for when these criteria are not met.
4.2.1

Minimality

Minimality of the reflecting projections can be established by considering the paths in the reflection
network. Each path is given by a sequence of vertices v = (v1 , v2 , ..., vn ) that specify the projections
along the path. By taking the product of all projections along the path and normalizing with
reflection coefficients12 , we define the operator
Πv1 Πv2 ...Πvn
Sv := p
.
λv1 v2 λv2 v3 ...λvn−1 vn

(4.35)

12
In practice we do not need to remember the reflection coefficients in order to construct these operators, since
at each step the normalization is given by the non-zero singular value (which is unique, since all projections are
reflecting) of Πv1 Πv2 ...Πvn .
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Such an operator will be referred to as a path isometry since it is a partial isometry from the
eigenspace of Πvn to the eigenspace of Πv1 along the path v (the operator Sv† is a path isometry
in the opposite direction). In order to see that this is the case, consider the path between two
neighboring projections Πv ,Πu such that S(v,u) = √λ1 Πv Πu . This is a partial isometry because
vu

1
Πv Πu Πv = Πv
λvu
1
=
Πu Πv Πu = Πu .
λvu

†
S(v,u) S(v,u)
=

(4.36)

†
S(v,u)
S(v,u)

(4.37)

The general case follows in the same way by considering Sv Sv† , Sv† Sv and reducing the products of
projections by applying the reflection relations.
The minimality of reflecting projections can then be established with the help of the following
lemma
Lemma 4.6. Let {Πv } be a set of projections forming a proper reflection network and let {Sv } be
the set of all path isometries in the network as defined by Eq. (4.35). Then, the following statements
are equivalent:
(1) Every Πv is a minimal projection in the algebra A := h{Πv }i.
(2) Sv ∝ Su for all paths v, u that share the same initial and final vertices.
Proof. Every element M ∈ A is a linear combination of products of {Πv } so A = span {Sv }. Then,
by Definition 2.3 and linearity, the projections {Πv } are minimal if and only if Πv Sv Πv ∝ Πv for all
v and v. When Πv Sv = 0 or Sv Πv = 0, the relation Πv Sv Πv = 0 ∝ Πv holds trivially. Let us then
consider Πv Sv Πv 6= 0 for some v := (v1 , v2 , ..., vn ), which implies that v 0 := (v, v1 , v2 , ..., vn , v) is a
circular path from Πv to itself. Recalling the definition in Eq. (4.35) we can use both Πv Sv Πv ∝ Sv0
and Sv0 ∝ Πv Sv Πv , since the proportionality factor is not 0. Thus, if statement 2 holds then
Sv0 ∝ S(v,v) and
Πv Sv Πv ∝ Sv0 ∝ S(v,v) = Πv .
(4.38)
This proves 2⇒1.
If statement 1 holds then Πv Sv Πv ∝ Πv and
Sv0 ∝ Πv Sv Πv ∝ Πv .

(4.39)

This proves statement 2 for all circular paths v 0 since all Sv0 are (properly) proportional to the same
initial projection Πv and thus to each other. For non circular paths v = (v1 , ..., vn ), u = (u1 , ..., um )
with v1 = u1 and vn = um let us assume that Sv 6∝ Su so Sv Su† 6∝ Su Su† . Then the path isometry
Sv0 = Sv Su† defined by the circular path v 0 := (v1 , ..., vn = um , ..., u1 ) is proportional to its initial
projection Sv Su† ∝ Πv1 = Πu1 = Su Su† , in contradiction to Sv Su† 6∝ Su Su† . Therefore, Sv ∝ Su
proving 1⇒2.
Thus, by checking whether the path isometries in a reflection network depend only on the initial
and final vertices and are independent of the paths taken, we can verify that the projections are
minimal. In practice, it is not necessary to check all paths as there is usually a lot of order in the
reflection network and path independence can be established based on this order. Things are even
simpler when the projections are of rank 1 (recall all projections in the same connected component
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of a reflection network must have the same rank), then there is nothing to check since rank 1
projections are always minimal.
In addition to providing a testable criterion for minimality, Lemma 4.6 also implies a correction
for the case where the reflecting projections are not minimal.
Proposition 4.7. In the setting of Lemma 4.6, let v, u be two paths that share
the same initial

v1 = u1 and final vn = um vertices but Sv 6∝ Su . Then, the spectral projections Π(ω) of U := Sv Su†
have the following properties:
(1) Each Π(ω) is in the algebra A := h{Πv }i.
(2) Each Π(ω) is not reflecting with Πv1 .
Proof. First note that the operator U is a unitary on the eigenspace of Πv1 since U U † = U † U = Πv1 .
Since U is in A, and it is a normal operator, all its spectral projections are also in A [37]. This
proves statement 1.
P
P
From Sv 6∝ Su we have U = Sv Su† 6∝ Su Su† = Πv1 . Since U = ω ωΠ(ω) and Πv1 = ω Π(ω)
but U 6∝ Πv1 then there must be more then one spectral projection Π(ω) . Therefore, Πv1 Π(ω) Πv1 =
Π(ω) 6∝ Πv1 , proving statement 2.
So, if the minimality condition of statement 2 in Lemma 4.6 does not
 hold, we can take U :=
Sv Su† for the two paths that violate it and use its spectral projections Π(ω) to scatter Πv1 . By

scattering the projections in the connected component of Πv1 with the spectral projections Π(ω)
until everything is reflecting again, we will break down the connected component into a reflection
network of smaller rank projections. Then we can check the condition of minimality again and
repeat until it is satisfied.
Procedure
As was shown in Lemma 4.6, in principle minimality of a reflection network can be established
by checking all path isometries connecting every pair of projections and verifying that they are
proportional to one another. We will formally refer to this procedure as EstablishMinimality.
This, of course, is not a computationally tractable solution because of the exponentially large
number of paths in all but the most degenerate networks. Nonetheless, when dealing with concrete
examples, path invariance of path isometries can be shown based on the specifics of the problem;
this is what we mean in practice when referring to the EstablishMinimality procedure.
Even though we have not encountered non-minimal reflection networks following the scattering
procedure, we do know that such networks exist.13 Therefore, for the sake of completeness, we have
mentioned that even in such cases there is a way to proceed, given by Proposition 4.7.
Toy Example (continued)
In
n the network shown
o in Fig 2(c) we have three connected components but only the component
(1/2)
(1/2)
ΠZ;1 , ΠX;1 , ΠZ;2
has any paths. For every pair of projections in this component there is only
13

Non-minimal reflection networks can be constructed directly by carefully choosing the reflecting projections. It is
an open question whether there are conditions that guarantee that the reflecting projections that come out from the
scattering procedure are always minimal. If that is not the case, a tractable procedure that establishes minimality of
the reflection network without relying on the specifics of the problem would be desirable.
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one simple path (that is a path that has no repeating vertices) between them, so paths invariance
trivially holds for simple paths.
Every non-simple path is of the form ((·) , ΠX;1 , (·) , ΠX;1 , ..., (·) , ΠX;1 , (·) , ΠX;1 , (·)) where (·) is
a placeholder for any of the other two projections in the component, and it may be empty at the
boundaries. Any path isometry of such path is proportional to the path isometry of the simple path
((·) , ΠX;1 , (·)), because of the reflection relation ΠX;1 (·) ΠX;1 ∝ ΠX;1 . Therefore, in this network
all path isometries between every pair are proportional to one another.
4.2.2

Completeness

Completeness requires the reflection network to contain at least one MSMP as defined in Definition
2.4. That is, assuming that the minimality of projections has been established, we must identify
a set of pairwise orthogonal projections that sum to the identity of the algebra. Since the initial
projections in step 1 of the algorithm are the spectral projections of observables, they must resolve
the identity (otherwise the probabilities of outcomes will not sum to 1). The scattering at step
2 breaks them down into smaller ranks, but they continue to resolve the identity. This means
that completeness is a given if the initial projections resolve the identity to begin with. However,
in more general applications of the algorithm where we do not assume the inputs to consist of
identity-resolving projections, it turns out that we can still reconstruct an MSMP.
Given the reflection network of projections {Πv } and the algebra A := h{Πv }i, we will assume
that all Πv are minimal in A (that is, minimality has to be established before checking completeness).
Consider the largest subset of pairwise orthogonal projections {Πvk } ⊆ {Πv }, with Πvk Πvl = δkl Πvk ,
which is a maximal independent set of vertices in the network (this set does not have to be unique).
The subset {Πvk } is an MSMP if the operator
X
IA :=
Πv k
(4.40)
k

is such that IA Πv = Πv for all v. If it is not, we can use the result of the following lemma to
complete the subset into an MSMP.
Lemma 4.8. Let {Πvk } be the largest subset of pairwise orthogonal projections in the reflection
network of {Πv } , where all Πv are minimal in the algebra A := h{Πv }i. If there is a v such that
IA Πv 6= Πv , then, with the appropriate normalization factor c, the operator (here I is the full identity
matrix and IA is given by Eq. (4.40))
Π̃v :=
has all
(1)
(2)
(3)

1
(I − IA ) Πv (I − IA ) ,
c

(4.41)

of the following properties:
Π̃v is a minimal projection in A.
Π̃v is orthogonal to all {Πvk }.
The operator I˜A := IA + Π̃v is such that I˜A Πv = Πv .

Proof. If we distribute the terms in Eq. (4.41) we will get cΠ̃v = Πv − IA Πv − Πv IA + IA Πv IA so
Π̃v is an operator in A. It is clearly self-adjoint and it squares to
Π̃v Π̃v =

1
(I − IA ) Πv (I − IA ) Πv (I − IA ) .
c2
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(4.42)

Since all Πv are minimal, Πv (I − IA ) Πv = Πv − Πv IA Πv = (1 − α) Πv , where α is the proportionality factor in the minimality relation Πv IA Πv ∝ Πv , and α is not 1 because that would contradict
IA Πv 6= Πv . Thus, for c = 1 − α, Eq. (4.42) is equal to Π̃v , so Π̃v is a projection. It is minimal
because for any matrix M ∈ A,
Π̃v M Π̃v =

1
(I − IA ) Πv M̃ Πv (I − IA )
c2

(4.43)

where M̃ := (I − IA ) M (I − IA ) is also in A, so Πv M̃ Πv ∝ Πv and Π̃v M Π̃v ∝ Π̃v . This proves
statement 1. Statement 2 follows from (I − IA ) Πvk = Πvk − Πvk = 0 so Π̃v Πvk = 0. Lastly, using
the minimality of Πv and c = 1 − α once again, we get
Π̃v Πv =

1
(I − IA ) Πv (I − IA ) Πv = (I − IA ) Πv
c

(4.44)

so I˜A Πv = IA Πv + (I − IA ) Πv = Πv . This proves statement 3.
Procedure
The procedure to establish completeness is only necessary if the initial projections are not known
to resolve the identity.
1: procedure EstablishCompleteness(Ref lectN et)
2:
M SM P ← PickMaxIndependentSet(Ref lectN et)
3:
for all Π ∈ (Ref lectN et excluding MSMP) do
4:
if SumAll(M SM P )Π 6= Π then
5:
Π̃ ← ConstructComplementaryProj(M SM P, Π)
6:
M SM P ← AddProj(M SM P, Π̃)
7:
Ref lectN et ← AddProj(Ref lectN et, Π̃)
8:
end if
9:
end for
10:
return Ref lectN et
11: end procedure
Completeness is achieved by choosing a maximal
P independent set of orthogonal projections in the
14
network {Πvk }, and testing whether IA = k Πvk acts as the identity on all projections in the
network. If it does, then {Πvk } is the MSMP. If it does not, then for each projection such that
IA Πv 6= Πv we construct the complementary projection Π̃v as defined in Eq. (4.41) and add it to
the network15 and the independent set of orthogonal projections {Πvk }. Lemma 4.8 ensures that
the final set {Πvk } always consists of pairwise orthogonal minimal projections in the algebra that
sum to the identity, i.e. an MSMP.
Toy Example (continued)
In our example, the initial projections resolve the identity ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;2 = I, so, as expected, the
(1/2)
(0)
maximal independent set in the reflection network of Fig. 2(c) is the MSMP since ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;1 +
14

Actually, any subset of pairwise orthogonal projections will do, but a maximal independent set is what we end
up constructing anyway.
15
When adding a new minimal projection to the network we need to establish its reflection relations with all existing
elements. The minimality of projections ensures that it will not trigger new scattering and breakdowns of , but we
do need to know which existing projections are orthogonal to the new element and which are not.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 3: Completion of a reflection network lacking an MSMP (a), to the one that has an MSMP
(b).
(1/2)

(0)

ΠZ;2 + ΠZ;2 = I.
In order to demonstrate how the MSMP can be constructed even if it initially is missing, we
will drop ΠZ;2 and consider the algebra generated by hΠZ;1 , ΠX;1 i. As we calculated
before,oafter
n
scattering we have a proper reflection network consisting of the reflecting pair

(1/2)

ΠZ;1 , ΠX;1

and

(0)
ΠZ;1

the projection
orthogonal to both; see Fig 3(a). The maximal independent set consists of
n
o
(1/2)
(0)
(1/2)
(0)
ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;1 but IA := ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;1 = ΠZ;1 does not act as the identity on ΠX;1 . Using Eq.
(4.41) we construct the complementary projection in this algebra


1
1
1 1
1 +56 +56
Π̃X;1 := (I − ΠZ;1 ) ΠX;1 (I − ΠZ;1 ) = ΠZ;2 ΠX;1 ΠZ;2 =
|7i h7| + −
, (4.45)
−
c
c
c 2
2
1
2

for proper
normalization,
and add it to the network. The new projection Π̃X;1
n
o
(1/2)
(0)
is orthogonal to both ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;1 , and is reflecting with ΠX;1 , which results in the reflection
choosing c =

(1/2)

(0)

network shown in Fig 3(b). Now the maximal independent set sums to IA := ΠZ;1 + ΠZ;1 + Π̃X;1
n
o
(1/2)
(0)
and we can check that it acts as the identity on ΠX;1 , so ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;1 , Π̃X;1 is our MSMP.

4.3

Construction of Bipartition Tables from Minimal Projections

As discussed at the start of the section, the structure captured by a reflection network that meets
the criteria of minimality and completeness can be translated into a bipartition table in the following
way: The elements of an MSMP correspond to columns of the BPT. The isometries between the
columns are given by the path isometries between the elements of the MSMP (minimality ensures
that the particular choice of path is inconsequential). Elements of the MSMP that are not connected
by any path in the network are not related by an isometry, so cannot be in the same block of the
BPT. That is, distinct connected components of the reflection network correspond to distinct blocks
of the BPT.
The formal construction of the BPT relies on the proof of the following lemma:
Lemma 4.9. Let {Πv } be projections of a reflection network for which minimality and
 qcompleteness
holds, and let {Πvk } ⊆ {Πv } be an MSMP. Then, thereis a BPT with the BPOs Skl
such that
q
q
every Skl
is a path isometry in the network and the set Skl
spans the algebra A := h{Πv }i.
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Proof. In order to construct the aforementioned
n
o BPT, we will first select a subset of path isometries
16
in the network to be the BPOs. Let Πvq be all the elements of the MSMP that belong to the
k
connected component q and let Πv1q be a single, arbitrarily chosen, element. We first select the path
 q
q
isometries Sk1
by arbitrarily choosing a path from Πv1q to each Πvq for k > 1 and S11
:= Πv1q . We
k

q
q
q†
then define the BPOs for all k, l ≥ 1 to be Skl
:= Sk1
Sl1
which are just path isometries from Πvq
l
q
q
to Πv that go through Πv1 .
k
For each connected component q, we now construct the corresponding block of the BPT. First,
we choose an orthonormal basis {|eqi1 i}i=1..rq for the eigenspace of Πv1q , where rq is the rank of
projections in the qthe component. Then, we populate the first column of the block with |eqi1 i, such
q
that i is the row index, and each subsequent column k > 1 is populated by the basis eqik := Sk1
|eqi1 i.
As a result,
X q q
X q
q†
q
q
q†
q
q†
=
Sk1 |ei1 i heqi1 | Sl1
Skl
= Sk1
Sl1
= Sk1
Πv1q Sl1
=
eik eqil ,
(4.46)
i=1..rq

i=1..rq

 q
so Skl
are indeed the BPOs of this block of the BPT.
Since A is spanned by products of {Πv } which are proportional to path isometries {Snv }, o
it
 q
 q
suffices to show that every Sv is spanned by Skl in order to show that Skl spans A. If Πvq
k
P
is a MSMP, then by definition IA = q,k Πvq is the identity of the algebra and
k

Sv = IA Sv IA =

X

Πvq Sv Πvq ,
k

(4.47)

l

kl

where q is the connected component that contains the path v. Every non-vanishing term Πvq Sv Πvq
l
k
is proportional to the path isometry S(vq ,v,vq ) from Πvq to Πvq along the path v. Furthermore, if
l
k
k
l
minimality holds, then according to Lemma 4.6 path isometries are path-independent, so S(vq ,v,vq ) ∝
k

l

q
q
, so Eq. (4.47) implies that Sv is in the
. Therefore, either Πvq Sv Πvq = 0 or Πvq Sv Πvq ∝ Skl
Skl
l
k
l
k
 q
span of Skl .

The practical takeaway from this lemma is that in order to construct the BPT of an algebra
generated by a reflection network we need to (arbitrarily) pick a basis {|eqi1 i}i=1..rq for the eigenspace
of a single MSMP element Πv1q in each connected component q, and map those basis elements to
o
n
 q
the eigenspaces of the rest of MSMP Πvq in q using (arbitrarily chosen) path isometries Sk1
.
k
 q
The resulting set eik are the basis elements that reside in block q, row i, column k of the BPT.
Procedure
The procedure for constructing the BPT is essentially what we did in the proof of Lemma 4.9
1: procedure ConstructIrrepBasis(Ref lectN et)
2:
BP T ← {}
3:
for all ConnComp ⊆ Ref lectN et do
16

It should be noted that the selection of BPOs is not unique and depends on the arbitrary selection of paths
between the elements of the MSMP. This freedom, however, only changes the individual BPOs by a constant factor,
which does not affect the generalized bipartition structure captured by the BPT.
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Block ← {}
5:
M axIndepSet ←PickMaxIndependentSet(ConnComp)
6:
Π1 ←PickAnyElement(M axIndepSet)
7:
F irstColumnBasis ← ConstructEigenBasis(Π1 )
8:
Block ← AddColumn(Block, F irstColumnBasis)
9:
for all Πk6=1 ∈ M axIndepSet do
10:
Sk1 ←ConstructPathIsometry(ConnComp, Π1 , Πk )
11:
N ewColumnBasis ← MapBasis(Sk1 , F irstColumnBasis)
12:
Block ← AddColumn(Block, N ewColumnBasis)
13:
end for
14:
BP T ← AddBlock(BP T, Block)
15:
end for
16:
return BP T
17: end procedure
For each connected component, the procedure chooses a maximal independent set of orthogonal
projections, which is the subset of the MSMP in the component, and uses it to construct the
columns of a single block of the BPT. In order to construct the block, it arbitrarily picks a single
projection Π1 in the MSMP and arbitrarily constructs the basis that span its eigenspace; these basis
become the first column of the block. The rest of the columns are constructed by picking each of
Πk6=1 in the MSMP and constructing a path isometry Sk1 from the eigenspace of Π1 to Πk . The
path isometry Sk1 is then used to map the elements of the first column to the elements of the kth
column. Once each block is constructed, it is added to the BPT.
4:

Toy Example (continued)
In
of Fig. 2(c) there are three connected components, but two of them,
n theoreflection
n network
o
(0)
(0)
ΠZ;1 and ΠZ;2 , consist of a single projection which correspond to blocks with a single column.
Arbitrarily choosing to use the same basis as we have used before, these single column blocks are
4
8
+1 and +5 .
−2
−6
n
o
(1/2)
(1/2)
For the remaining block, we identify ΠZ;1 , ΠZ;2
to be the block’s maximal independent
(1/2)

set. We pick ΠZ;1 to be the projection associated with the first column and we pick its basis to be
3
(1/2)
+12 . The path isometry that maps the first column to the second column associated with ΠZ;2
−

is constructed by taking the only simple path between them (we have fixed the normalization after
the fact)
1
1
(1/2)
(1/2)
+12
S21 ∝ ΠZ;2 ΠX;1 ΠZ;1 = |7i h3| + +56
.
(4.48)
−
2
2 −
Then, by mapping the first column using this isometry, we get the second column

7
+56
−

.17 Com-

bining all the columns into blocks completes the construction of the BPT
(1/2)

17

Although we already identified this basis when we first wrote the projection ΠZ;2 , we could not know, a priori,
how the path isometry would map the eigenbasis between projections. It is only due to the simplicity of this toy
example that the basis we used to express the projections after scattering ended up as the basis in the BPT.
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4
+1
−2

8
+5
−6

3

7

+12
−

+56
−

The above BPT tells us that the Hilbert space decomposes into irreps as
H = HA 1 ⊕ H A 2 ⊕ H A 3 ⊗ H B 3 ,

(4.49)

where Aq are the subsystems associated with the multiplicity of irreps and Bq are the subsystems
on which the algebra acts irreducibly. In this case, blocks 1 and 2 (the single column blocks)
specify one-dimensional irreps, so the one-dimensional subsystems Bq=1,2 are absorbed into the
two-dimensional multiplicities Aq=1,2 . The last block specifies a two dimensional irrep B3 , with a
two-dimensional multiplicity A3 .
According to Theorem 2.2, with respect to this irrep decomposition, all operators in the algebra
are of the form
M = c1 IA1 + c2 IA2 + IA3 ⊗ MB3
(4.50)
for any scalars c1 , c2 and 2 × 2 matrices MB3 . In particular, the generators {Z, X} can also be
presented in this form. To see this explicitly, we change the original basis into the irrep basis given
by the BPT (reading the BPT from left to right, top to bottom)

+5
+12
{|1i , |2i , |3i , |4i , |5i , |6i , |7i , |8i} 7−→ |4i , +1
, +56
.
(4.51)
−
−2 , |8i , −6 , |3i , |7i , −
Assuming Z = aΠZ;1 + bΠZ;2
their matrices using the irrep

a
 a


a


a
Z =

b


b


b

and X = cΠX;1 + dΠX;2 , for some eigenvalues a, b, c, d, we re-express
basis, thus simultaneously block-diagonalizing both Z and X
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 a
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b



−
7
→
(4.52)
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(4.53)
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Now the irrep decomposition (4.49) of the algebra generated by {Z, X} can be easily observed
from the block-diagonal form of the generators.

4.4

The Algorithm and Its Proof

Following the results of the previous subsections, we are now in the position to formally present
and prove the correctness of the irrep decomposition algorithm. The input of this algorithm is a
18 M ⊆ L (H) that generate the algebra A := hMi. The output
finite set of self-adjoint matrices
 q
is a set of basis elements eik labeled by the irreps of A where q specifies the distinct irreps, i
specifies the multiple instances of identical irreps, and k specifies the distinct basis elements inside
each irrep. The irrep decomposition
M
H∼
HAq ⊗ HBq
(4.54)
=
q

of HAq ⊗ HBq (formally,
is then given by reinterpreting the P
basis eqik as the product basis |aqi i bqk L
we will define the isometry V := q,i,k |aqi i bqk eqik that maps H into
q HAq ⊗ HBq and thus
specifies the decomposition).
With the procedures defined in the previous subsections, the top-level procedure of the algorithm
is as follows:
Algorithm 1 Irrep decomposition of matrix algebra
1: procedure IrrepDecomposition(M)
2:
SpecP rojs ← GetAllSpectralProjections(M)
3:
Ref lectN et ← ScatterAllProjections(SpecP rojs)
4:
Ref lectN et ← EstablishMinimality(Ref lectN et)
5:
Ref lectN et ← EstablishCompleteness(Ref lectN et)
6:
BP T ← ConstructIrrepBasis(Ref lectN et)
7:
return BP T
8: end procedure
The algorithm returns a BPT since this is the natural data structure to organize the irrep basis.
The correctness of this algorithm follows from the proof of the following theorem:
Theorem 4.10. Let H be a finite-dimensional Hilbert space, M ⊆ L (H) a finite set of self-adjoint
matrices,
by M. Then, Algorithm 1 produces the
 and A := hMi the matrix algebra generated
P
q
q
basis eqik
of H such that the isometry V :=
|a
eqik explicitly specifies the irrep
q,i,k i i bk
decomposition
M
H∼
HAq ⊗ HBq
(4.55)
=
q

defined in Theorem 2.2 for the algebra A.
Proof. From Proposition 2.5 we know that for each M ∈ M, the spectral projections of M generate
the algebra hM i so the set of projections produced by GetAllSpectralProjections generates
A.
18

It is not necessary to assume self-adjoint generators, but it is convenient. We can always express non-self-adjoint
generators as sums of self-adjoint matrices in the algebra, so this assumption is not restrictive.
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During the procedure ScatterAllProjections, we break down pairs of projections
{Π1o, Π2 }
n
(λ)
(λ)
by the scattering operation as defined in Definition 4.1. The resulting projections Π1 , Π2
are
in the algebra generated by {Π1 , Π2 } because – again using Proposition 2.5 – they are the spectral
projections of the operators Πi Πj Πi that are in the algebra generated by {Π1 , Π2 } (for null elements
(0)
Πi it is true by the definition
Conversely,
n of Eq. (4.8)).
o
n theopredecessor projections {Π1 , Π2 } are
(λ)

(λ)

(λ)

in the algebra generated by Π1 , Π2
because each Πi
sums to Πi . Therefore, the elements
n
o
(λ)
(λ)
{Π1 , Π2 } before, and the elements Π1 , Π2
after scattering, generate the same algebra. So,
after every iteration of scattering, the resulting reflection network generates the same algebra A as
before.
The procedure ScatterAllProjections keeps track of the known and unknown reflection
relations as the network evolves, so when it stops, all pairs of projections must be reflecting. This
procedure is guaranteed to stop because, according to Lemma 4.4, every scattering iteration either
identifies a previously unknown reflecting pair, or, the pair scatters into a series of reflecting pairs
of lower rank. Eventually, all projections will either be reflecting or they will be reduced to rank
1 and then they must again be reflecting. Therefore, the procedure ScatterAllProjections
produces, in a finite number of iterations, a proper reflection network that consists of projections
that generate A.
The procedure EstablishMinimality establishes that all elements of a proper reflection network are minimal projections of the algebra A by checking the condition of minimality given by
Lemma 4.6.
The procedure EstablishCompleteness completes the maximal orthogonal set of projections
in the reflection network to an MSMP as prescribed by Lemma 4.8.
At this point, we have a reflection network that generates A and is known to be minimal and
complete, so the conditions of Lemma 4.9 hold. The procedure ConstructIrrepBasis constructs
the basis eqik
according to the procedure described in the proof of Lemma 4.9, so the partial
isometries
X q
q
(4.56)
:=
eik eqil
Skl
i

are the path isometries given by that Lemma that span the algebra A.
P
With respect to the decomposition (4.55) specified by the isometry V := q,i,k |aqi i bqk
q
take the form
the operators Skl
q
V Skl
V† =

X

|aqi i bqk haqi | bql = IAq ⊗ bqk

bql ,

eqik ,

(4.57)

i

so they span all matrices of the form
M=

M

I A q ⊗ MB q .

(4.58)

q

Therefore, with respect to the decomposition (4.55), the algebra
 q
q
q
∼
A = span Skl
= IAq ⊗ bk bl
consists of all, and only, the matrices of the form (4.58), as promised by Theorem 2.2.
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(4.59)

5
5.1

Examples of State Reduction via Irrep Decomposition of Operational Constraints
Particle with Orbital and Spin Angular Momentum

Here we consider a single particle with orbital angular momentum l and spin 1/2. In light of our
discussion in Section 3.2, we would like to know how the quantum state of the particle reduces
if operationally we cannot distinguish between spin and orbital angular momentum and are constrained to measurements of total angular momentum. This question, of course, can be addressed
with the standard formalism of group representation theory (or “addition of angular momentum” as
it is called in physics textbooks). From this formalism we know that the total angular momentum
operators are reducible and split the Hilbert space of a spin-orbit particle into l + 1/2 and l − 1/2
sectors of total angular momentum, which are captured by Clebsch-Gordan coefficients. We will
now show that the same conclusion can be reached, including the particular Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, without relying on the formalism of angular momentum addition but by instead using the
scattering of projections as described in Section 4.
The Hilbert space of a spin 1/2 particle with orbital angular momentum l is the tensor product
HL ⊗ HS of orbital and spin degrees of freedom of dimensions 2l + 1 and 2 respectively. The total
angular momentum component along the r axis (where r can stand for any direction) is given by
the operator
Jr := Lr ⊗ I + I ⊗ Sr ,
(5.1)
where Lr and Sr are the operators of orbital angular momentum and spin along r. Given our
operational constraints, we should look for the irrep structure of the algebra h{Jr }i where r assumes
all directions.
We will denote with |r; mL , mS i the simultaneous eigenstates of Lr ⊗ I and I ⊗ Sr with the
eigenvalues mL = −l, ..., l and mS = ± 12 respectively; we will call these states the spin-orbit basis.
Then, since Jr |r; mL , mS i = mJ |r; mL , mS i where mJ = mL + mS , the spectral decomposition of
Jr is given by
1

l+ 2
X

mJ Πr;mJ

(5.2)

r; ±l, ± 12
|mJ | = l + 12
1
mS =±1/2 |r; mJ − mS , mS i hr; mJ − mS , mS | |mJ | < l + 2 .

(5.3)

Jr =

mJ =−l− 12

and the spectral projections are
(
r; ±l, ± 12
Πr;mJ := P

Note that two of the spectral projections (with |mJ | = l + 21 ) are rank 1 and the rest are rank 2.
The algebra generated by {Jr }, for all r, is also generated by just the two operators {Jz , Jx }.
This is because the rotations e−iθJx and e−iϕJz are elements of the algebra hJz , Jx i and every Jr
can be produced by rotating e−iϕJz e−iθJx Jz eiθJx eiϕJz with the appropriate angles θ, ϕ. Therefore,
in order to find the irrep structure of the algebra h{Jr }i it is sufficient to consider the algebra
generated by the spectral projections {Πz;mJ , Πx;mJ } of {Jz , Jx }. In the following we denote with
r the variable that takes the values of the two axis z, x and similarly for the capitalized version
R = Z, X, which we will later use to label states.
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The initial improper reflection network consists of all projections {Πz;mJ , Πx;mJ } for mJ =
−l − 12 , ..., l + 21 . Our scattering strategy will be to take the rank 1 projection Πx;l+ 1 and use it
2
to break all the rank 2 projections Πz;mJ , and similarly, take the rank 1 projection Πz;−l− 1 and
2

use it to break all the rank 2 projections Πx;mJ . 19 These scatterings will result in all projections
reducing to rank 1, so the reflection network becomes proper and minimal. After that we will only
have to identify the connected components of this network.
The scattering of the pairs Πz;mJ , Πx;l+ 1 and Πx;mJ , Πz;−l− 1 comes down to the spectral de2
2
composition of

1
1
Πz;mJ Πx;l+ 1 Πz;mJ = Πz;mJ x; l,
x; l, Πz;mJ
(5.4)
2
2
2

1
1
z; −l, − Πx;mJ .
(5.5)
Πx;mJ Πz;−l− 1 Πx;mJ = Πx;mJ z; −l, −
2
2
2
Since Πr;±l± 1 (r = x, z) are rank 1, they do not break, so we only need to figure out how the
2
remaining Πr;mJ break in these scatterings. For that purpose we define the following states and the
associated projections



1
1
1
1
1
(l+ 12 )
Πz;mJ := Z; l + , mJ
Z; l + , mJ (5.6)
Z; l + , mJ := p
Πz;mJ x; l,
2
2
2
2
NmJ



1
1
1
1
1
1
(l+ )
Πx;mJ z; −l, −
X; l + , mJ := p
Πx;mJ2 := X; l + , mJ
X; l + , mJ (5.7)
2
2
2
2
NmJ
p
with the (unimportant) normalization factor NmJ . The capitalized labels Z, X of the axis symbolize the fact that these are the eigenstates of total angular momentum with eigenvalue l + 21 , as
we will see shortly. The scatterings can then be expressed as
(l+ 1 )
Πz;mJ Πx;l+ 1 Πz;mJ = NmJ Πz;mJ2

(5.8)

(l+ 1 )
Πx;mJ Πz;−l− 1 Πx;mJ = NmJ Πx;mJ2 ,

(5.9)

2

2

(l+ 1 )
so the rank 1 projections Πr;mJ2 are one of the spectral projections that come out of scattering,
corresponding to the eigenvalue NmJ . For |mJ | = l+ 21 there is no additional spectral projection since
(l+ 12 )
the projections Πr;±l± 1 are rank 1 and they do not break so Πr;±l± 1 = Πr;±l±
1 , or equivalently,
2
2
2

R; l + 21 , ± l + 12 = r; ±l, ± 12 . For |mJ | < l + 21 , the second spectral projection is given by
(l+ 1 )
Πr;mJ − Πr;mJ2 and it corresponds to the eigenvalue 0. Since this is just the projection on the
orthogonal complement of R; l + 21 , mJ in the eigenspace of Πr;mJ , we will have to identify the
orthogonal complements of the states R; l + 21 , mJ .
Using their definition above, the states Z; l + 21 , mJ , for |mJ | < l+ 12 , can be expressed (without
19

The strategy of choosing the scattering pairs is not important from the perspective of the raw algorithm we
presented in the previous section, but it does make a difference in how hard it is to carry it out analytically, as we
are doing here.
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worrying about the normalization) as


1
1
(5.10)
Z; l + , mJ ∝ Πz;mJ x; l,
2
2
X
1
|z; mJ − mS , mS i hz; mJ − mS , mS |x; l, i
=
(5.11)
2
mS =±1/2


π 
π 
1 1
1 1
l
∝ z; mJ − ,
dm − 1 ,l
dlm + 1 ,l
+ z; mJ + , −
.
(5.12)
J 2
J 2
2 2
2
2 2
2

Here we have used the Wigner’s “small” d-matrix element [46] dlmJ −mS ,l π2 that is obtained from
√
the orbital part of the inner product (the spin part gives 1/ 2 which we disregard as a normalization
factor). In particular, the specific d-matrix elements we need are given by
s

 π   1 2l 
2l
l
dm ∓ 1 ,l
= √
(5.13)
J 2
l − mJ ± 12
2
2
so, using this expression and normalizing, we obtain the state
s
s



1
l
−
m
−
l − mJ +
1
1 1
1 1
J
2
+ z; mJ + , −
Z; l + , mJ = z; mJ − ,
2
2 2
2l + 1
2 2
2l + 1

1
2



1 1 l+1,mJ
1 1 l+1,mJ
= z; mJ − ,
c−
+ z; mJ + , −
c
.
2 2
2 2 +
q
l−mJ ± 21
l+1,mJ
are the well known Clebsch-Gordan coefficients that arise in
The coefficients c±
:=
2l+1
spin-orbit coupling, so we know the states Z; l + 21 , mJ are the states of total angular momentum
l + 1/2 with mJ component
along the z axis. Its orthogonal complement in the two-dimensional

subspace spanned by z; mJ − 21 , 12 , z; mJ + 21 , − 21 is just the antipodal point of Z; l + 12 , mJ
on the Bloch sphere:



1 1 l+1,mJ
1 1 l+1,mJ
1
c
− z; mJ + , −
c
.
(5.14)
Z; l − , mJ := z; mJ − ,
2
2 2 +
2 2 −
With this arrangement of Clebsch-Gordan coefficients, these states are the states of total angular
momentum l − 1/2 with mJ component along the z axis.
The same characterization for the X; l + 21 , mJ states can be derived from the observation


1
1
1
X; l + , mJ = p
Πx;mJ z; −l, −
(5.15)
2
2
NmJ

π
π
π
1
1
=p
e−i 2 Jy Πz;mJ ei 2 Jy e−i 2 Jy x; l,
(5.16)
2
NmJ

1
−i π2 Jy
=e
Z; l + , mJ
(5.17)
2
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so their orthogonal complements are
1
X; l − , mJ
2



π
1
:= e−i 2 Jy Z; l − , mJ
2


.

(5.18)

(l− 1 )
With the rank 1 projections Πr;mJ2 on the states R; l − 21 , mJ , we can finally conclude that for
(l+ 1 )
(l− 1 )
(l+ 1 )
(l− 12 )
|mJ | < l+ 12 , the projections Πz;mJ break into Πz;mJ2 +Πz;mJ2 
and Πx;mJ break into Πx;mJ2 +Πx;m
 J .
1
1
1
1
(l+ ) (l+ ) (l− ) (l− )
for
The resulting reflection network consists of the projections Πz;mJ2 , Πx;mJ2 , Πz;mJ2 , Πx;mJ2
mJ = −l − 12 , ..., l +

1
2

(l+ 12 )
(l+ 12 )
(for |mJ | = l + 12 ) are just
where the four projections Πz;±l±
1 ,Π
x;±l± 1
2

2

relabeled Πz;±l± 1 , Πx;±l± 1 and the rest are the result of scatterings. Since all projections are rank
2
2
1, this is a proper minimal reflection network.
π
From the fact that X; l ± 12 , mJ = e−i 2 Jy Z; l ± 21 , mJ , and that states
total
 of1 different
1
(l+ ) (l+ )
are
angular momentum are orthogonal to each other, it should be clear that all Πz;mJ2 , Πx;mJ2




(l− 1 ) (l− 1 )
(l+ 1 )
orthogonal to all Πz;mJ2 , Πx;mJ2 . At the same time, all Πz;mJ2
are properly reflecting with all


(l+ 1 )
Πx;mJ2
and similarly for l − 12 . Therefore, the reflection network has two connected components
1
1
for
 l +1 2 and l −
 2 . We
choose the maximal independent sets in the connected components to be
1
(l+ )
(l− )
Πz;mJ2
and Πz;mJ2 . Since all projections are rank 1, there is no freedom in the alignment of




(l+ 12 )
(l− 12 )
columns in the BPT; it is just two blocks with a single row of eigenbasis of Πz;mJ
and Πz;mJ :

l + 12 , l +

1
2

···

l + 12 , −l −

1
2

l − 12 , l −

1
2

···

l − 21 , −l +

1
2

Each cell corresponds to the state Z; l ± 12 , mJ , where we have suppressed the Z axis label.
The resulting Hilbert space decomposition
1
1
HL ⊗ H S ∼
= H(l+ 2 ) ⊕ H(l− 2 )

(5.19)

indicates that the restriction to total angular momentum measurements will result in a superselection between the two total angular momentum sectors. The accessible state is therefore obtained,
according to Eq. (3.8) of Section 3.2, from the state-reduction map
1

1

1

1

ρ 7−→ Π(l+ 2 ) ρΠ(l+ 2 ) + Π(l− 2 ) ρΠ(l− 2 ) ,

(5.20)

1
1
where Π(l± 2 ) are projections on the sectors H(l± 2 ) . So the coherence terms between total angular
momentum sectors are unobservable if only total angular momentum measurements are allowed.
This conclusion is of course not surprising if we know the theory of angular momentum addition.
But, the fact that the same result, including the explicit derivation of the total angular momentum
states Z; l ± 21 , mJ in the spin-orbit basis, can be obtained by scattering of projections, is a strong
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confirmation of the viability of this approach to derivation of irreps. In the next example we will
consider a case where the group representation theory is not as well developed, yet the projectionscattering method yields the irrep decomposition in a straight forward way.

5.2

A Bound Pair of Particles on a Lattice

In this example we consider a periodic one-dimensional lattice of length D with two identical particles
on it. The two particles are assumed to be bound in the sense that their relative position and relative
momentum cannot exceed 1 lattice site. This is a simple toy model for a bound pair of particles
on a lattice that oscillate around a common center of mass with limited energy. The operational
constraint that we will consider is the inability to resolve the composite pair as two separate particles,
which is manifested by a restriction to the center of mass measurements {Xcm , Pcm } of both position
and momentum. Once again, as was discussed in Section 3.2, the main challenge is to find the irrep
structure of the algebra hXcm , Pcm i.
The D2 dimensional Hilbert space H1 ⊗ H2 is spanned by the position basis |x; n1 , n2 i for
ni = 0, ..., D − 1. The momentum basis states |p; m1 , m2 i are related to the position basis via the
lattice Fourier transform
1
|p; m1 , m2 i := F |x; m1 , m2 i =
D

D−1
X

ei2π(m1 n1 +m2 n2 )/D |x; n1 , n2 i .

(5.21)

n1 ,n2 =0

The center of mass operators are given by
1
(X1 ⊗ I2 + I1 ⊗ X2 )
2
1
:= (P1 ⊗ I2 + I1 ⊗ P2 ) ,
2

Xcm :=

(5.22)

Pcm

(5.23)

where Xi , Pi are the position and momentum operators on each particle. In general, Xcm |x; n1 , n2 i =
ncm |x; n1 , n2 i where ncm = (n1 + n2 ) /2, but, assuming that the particles cannot occupy the same
lattice site simultaneously, 20 in the bound state we have n2 = n1 ±1 so ncm = n1 ±1/2. For a shorter
notation, we will use the integer n instead of the half-integer ncm related by ncm = n + 1/2. Then,
for each possible eigenvalue ncm for bound particles, there are two possible eigenstates |x; n, n + 1i
and |x; n + 1, ni. The same notation applies to Pcm .
Therefore, the spectral projections of Xcm and Pcm , when considering bound particles that
cannot occupy the same site, are given by
Πx;n := |x; n, n + 1i hx; n, n + 1| + |x; n + 1, ni hx; n + 1, n|

(5.24)

Πp;m := |p; m, m + 1i hp; m, m + 1| + |p; m + 1, mi hp; m + 1, m|

(5.25)

for n, m = 0, ..., D − 1 and the summation is modulo D. The algebra hXcm , Pcm i is then generated
by the improper reflection network of {Πx;n , Πp;m } , which we will now reduce to a proper network
by scattering of projections.
The result of scattering of any pair of projections {Πx;n , Πp;m } depends on the spectral decomposition of Πn;x Πm;p Πn;x . For this calculation we first define the states
20

We refrain from calling the particles fermions because we have no reason to assume that their states must be
anti-symmetric under particle exchange.
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1
|χn (ϕ)i := √ |x; n, n + 1i + eiϕ |x; n + 1, ni
2

1
|ψm (ϕ)i := √ |p; m, m + 1i + eiϕ |p; m + 1, mi .
2

(5.26)
(5.27)

Then, using the Fourier transform of Eq. (5.21), we derive
Πx;n Πp;m Πx;n = Πx;n |p; m, m + 1i hp; m, m + 1| Πx;n + Πx;n |p; m + 1, mi hp; m + 1, m| Πx;n (5.28)

  

    
2π
2π
2π
2
2π
2
χn −
+ 2 χn
χn
.
(5.29)
= 2 χn −
D
D
D
D
D
D

The two states χn ± 2π
are not orthogonal to each other, so this is not yet the spectral decomD
position. One can check that the eigenstates
of Πx;n Πp;m Πx;n are |χn (0)i and |χn (π)i with the

2π
2
1
±
cos
distinct eigenvalues
.
(One
can
also visualize this fact using the representation of
D
D2

2π
χn ± D as two vectors in the x−y plane of the Bloch sphere of the qubit spanned by |x; n, n + 1i
(0)

(π)

(ϕ)

and |x; n + 1, ni.) Thus, the projection Πx;n breaks into Πx;n +Πx;n , where Πx;n := |χn (ϕ)i hχn (ϕ)|,
and this result does not depend on the m argument of Πp;m . A similar calculation for the scattering
(0)
(π)
of Πp;m via the spectral decomposition of Πp;m Πx;n Πp;m , results in it breaking into Πp;m + Πp;m
(ϕ)
where Πp;m := |ψm (ϕ)i hψm (ϕ)|.
Therefore,
chosen) pairs Πx;n , Πp;m , the initial reflection network
n by scattering all (arbitrarily
o
(0)

(π)

(0)

(π)

reduces to Πx;n , Πx;n , Πp;m , Πp;m for n, m = 0, ..., D − 1. Since now all projections are rank 1, the
network is again proper and minimal. In order to see how it decomposes into connected components,
we note that for a, b = 0, 1 we have (using e−iaπ = eiaπ )



√
(b + a) π  i2π/D
hχn (aπ) |ψm (bπ) i = 2 cos
e
+ e−iaπ ei(b+a)π/2 ei2π(2nm+m+n)/D .
(5.30)
2
The cosine term tells
states
for a 6= b and are not orthogonal for a = b.
n us that these
o
n are orthogonal
o
(0)
(0)
(π)
(π)
Then the subsets Πx;n , Πp;m and Πx;n , Πp;m form two separate connected components in the
network.
o
o
n
n
(π)
(0)
We choose the maximal independent sets in the connected components to be Πx;n and Πx;n .
(This choice is arbitrary; we could just as well have chosen the momentum basis.) Then, similarly
to the example of a particle withnorbital
momentum, the BPT is just two blocks
o and nspin angular
o
(0)
(π)
with single rows of eigenbasis of Πx;n and Πx;n :
χ0 (0)

χ1 (0)

···

χD−1 (0)
χ0 (π)

χ1 (π)

···

χD−1 (π)

This BPT indicates the irrep decomposition into two sectors:
H1 ⊗ H 2 ∼
= H(0) ⊕ H(π) .
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(5.31)

Thus we learn that, under restriction to the center of mass measurements, the Hilbert space splits
into two superselection sectors with symmetric |χn (0)i and anti-symmetric |χn (π)i configurations
of the bound pair of particles. We can now see that this BPT specifies the commutant algebra of
particle exchange symmetry, and indeed, Xcm and Pcm commute with exchange of particles so
they belong to the commutant of this symmetry. This, however, does not mean that a priori it was
obvious that {Xcm , Pcm } generate the whole commutant algebra of this symmetry; it is possible
that they only generate a subalgebra of the commutant. Only by explicitly finding the irreps with
the projection scattering method we can be certain that hXcm , Pcm i is the commutant algebra of
particle exchange.
As discussed in Section 3.2, the bound pair’s state reduces by enforcing the superselection with
projections on the superselection sectors H(0) , H(π) :
ρ 7−→ Π(0) ρΠ(0) + Π(π) ρΠ(π) .

(5.32)

This state reduction accounts for the operational constraints of an observer that cannot resolve
the individual particles. From such an observer’s perspective, each sector qπ for q = 0, 1 is effectively a single composite particle with position states |χn (qπ)i and momentum states |ψn (qπ)i =
F |χn (qπ)i. The distinction between the two sectors is then associated with some “charge” q = 0, 1
of the composite particle. Whether this charge is constant in time depends on the full dynamics of
the system. If the charge is not conserved, meaning the dynamics have tunneling terms between the
symmetric and anti-symmetric states of the pair, the constrained observer can describe the charge
variation as the result of interactions with an “environment”. The “environment” in this case is the
composite particle’s intrinsic degrees of freedom, which are inaccessible with {Xcm , Pcm }.

6

Beyond Matrix Algebras: Partial Bipartitions

Thus far we have discussed the case of matrix algebras, where Hilbert space is decomposed into
a collection of direct-sum sectors of tensor products. These generalized bipartitions, as described
by Eq. (2.6), are represented using their bipartition table (BPT) structure as block-diagonal arrangements of rectangular tables. We will now extend this construction of generalized bipartitions
to include the case where some or all of the direct-sum sectors are represented by non-rectangular
tables. We will refer to these non-rectangular cases as partial bipartitions. The power of partial
bipartitions will be relevant when, for example, the set of measurements that can be implemented
by an observer in the laboratory does not form an algebra.
As a motivating example, consider two spin- 12 particles, spanned by the total spin basis labeled
by {|Sz , µi}, where Sz is the total spin-z of the two spins and µ labels the information about the
multiplet nature of the state, with µ = s for singlet and µ = t for triplet. A relevant situation is when
an experimenter in the lab only has access to measurements of the total spin of the two particles,
and not the multiplet information of the quantum state. Written in terms of the computational
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tensor product basis {|0i , |1i}⊗2 , we have
|1, ti = |1, 1i
|01i − |10i
√
|0, si =
2
|01i + |10i
√
|0, ti =
2
|−1, ti = |00i ,

(6.1)
(6.2)
(6.3)
(6.4)

This four-dimensional Hilbert space is not factorizable into a tensor product structure where one
factor describes the total spin-z degree of freedom and the other factor corresponding to the multiplet
information. Partial bipartitions offer a natural construction to capture such splits of Hilbert space.
Partial bipartitions were first introduced in [34] in the context of quantum coarse-graining and some
examples were discussed. In this paper, we will use the concept of partial bipartitions in Sections
7 and 8 below, where we will discuss decoherence and coarse-graining of Hilbert space using a
variational approach based on an underlying Hamiltonian which governs evolution. Our exposition
here of the concept and construction of partial bipartitions, in particular some of the notation, will
be with an eye towards the variational approach.
Let us first consider the case of a single direct-sum factor, so that the BPT is a single nonrectangular table describing a partial bipartition. By virtue of being non-rectangular, the split
of the Hilbert space is no longer that of a tensor product structure between the row and column
degrees of freedom of the BPT, as was the case for a rectangular BPT, but rather captures a more
general partition of the space into two. Consider a finite-dimensional Hilbert space H of dimension
dim H = d < ∞ spanned by a choice of orthonormal basis,

H∼
(6.5)
= span |eik i .
A partial bipartition of H is specified by an arrangement of the d basis elements into a nonrectangular bipartition table, with NC columns and NR rows such that d < NC NR . As suggested
by the notation, the basis element |eik i, is located in the BPT in the i-th row with i = 1, 2, · · · , NR
and k-th column with k = 1, 2, · · · , NC . The BPT is then specified by the heights {hk } for each of
the NC columns which is the number of basis elements which go in the k-th column. In what follows,
we will focus on compact non-rectangular BPTs which correspond to the following conditions on
the BPT:
1. The number of rows of the BPT is equal to the height of the largest column i.e. max{hk } = NR .
2. The hk basis elements which populate the k-th column are stacked together, starting from the
first row without having any breaks in them.
A compact BPT minimizes loss of coherence under the action of the state-reduction map defined by
the BPT. Such loss of coherence under state reduction is akin to superselection which is different
than the dynamical decoherence induced by the Hamiltonian we will be interested in in the following
sections. In Eq. (6.6) below, we depict a generic compact non-rectangular BPT specifying a partial
bipartition of H ∼
= HA HB . Arrows point toward the associated states of partial subsystems.
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βwi
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αhk (6.6)
..
.
αNR

βNC

It should be noted that as long as the compact form condition is met, there is still some freedom,
albeit inconsequential, in the locational arrangement of basis elements in the BPT which will have
no consequence in the state-reduction map defined by the BPT. For example, in Eq. (6.6), one can
swap any two columns, which is equivalent to swapping the order of basis in the reduced state space,
and that will still leave the partial bipartition encoded in the BPT.
As we discussed in Section 2.2, since generalized bipartitions describe tensor-product splits of
Hilbert space, and direct-sum sectors thereof; we can immediately infer that a partial bipartition describes splits of Hilbert space more general than tensor factorization. The span of the row (column)
NC
R
kets {|αi i}N
i=1 ({|βk i}k=1 ) is defined to be the row (column) Hilbert space HA (HB ) as illustrated
in Eq. (6.6). These can be identified as partial subsystems of the full underlying Hilbert space H
and we represent this partial factorization as,
H∼
= HA

HB .

(6.7)

One can always isometrically embed a partial bipartition of a Hilbert space into a larger tensor
product Hilbert space defined by HAB ∼
= HA ⊗ HB , such that for every |eik i ∈ H, there is a
matching |αi i |βk i ∈ HAB but not vice-versa. The extra pairs in HAB which do not have a match
in H correspond to the missing elements of the BPT that would complete it to a rectangular, and
hence, tensor product form.
Tensor product structures which correspond to generalized bipartitions are thus a special case
of partial bipartitions which have rectangular BPTs, satisfying the condition d = NC NR .
Once the partial subsystem HA is identified, we can define a state-reduction map which will
“trace” out HA , akin to a partial-trace map in the case of tensor products, but defined appropriately
for partial subsystems. We denote this state-reduction map for the case of partial subsystems as
tr(A) which maps the density matrices between the operator spaces as
tr(A) : L (H) −→ L (HB ) ,

(6.8)

so the reduced state-space is indeed described by the partial subsystem HB as expected. We use a
bracketed subscript (A) in tr(A) to denote the state-reduction map of a partial system, as opposed
to the unbracketed one A , which refers to the usual partial-trace map for tensor factors.
The action of tr(A) on the matrix elements in the bipartition basis |ei,k i,
tr(A) : |ei,k i hej,l | 7−→ δij |βk i hβl | .
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(6.9)

thus traces over the row indices i, j as if they label basis elements of a proper tensor factor of
Hilbert space.
Based on the BPT structure, the original Hilbert space H can be decomposed into a direct-sum
sectors, each corresponding to the subspace spanned by basis elements of a single column,
H∼
=

NC
M

Hk .

(6.10)

k=1

Similar to the case of generalized bipartitions, we can define bipartition operators (BPOs) for partial
subsystems,
min(hk ,hl )

Skl =

X

|ei,k i hei,l | ,

k, l = 1, 2, 3, · · · , NC ,

(6.11)

i=1

that map between columns of the bipartition table by preserving the row index i of each element
(where it should be understood that the element is skipped in the sum if the row is not present
in the destination column). BPOs of the form Skk correspond to projectors on the column Hk
subspace and the ones of the form Skl with k 6= l implement partial isometries from (a subspace of)
Hl to (a subspace of) Hk (depending on which dimension is lower). Written in terms of bipartition
operators, the state-reduction map maps a density matrix ρ ∈ L(H) to a reduced, traced out state
ρB ∈ L(HB ) ,
ρB = tr(A) (ρ) =

NC
X

tr (Skl ρ) |βl i hβk | .

(6.12)

k,l=1

As an illustrative example, consider the 6 dimensional Hilbert space H spanned by the orthonormal basis {|si} for s = 1, ..., 6. A partial bipartition of H is chosen such that in the basis {|si}, it
is specified by the bipartition table,
1
4

2
5
6

3

(6.13)
While one can identify a notational correspondence between states {|si} and {|ei,k i} using their
row/column location in the BPT, we will stick with the |si notation since it will allow ease of
representation of matrix elements of operators in this basis, such as the density matrix. It should
be noted that the above BPT is compact. Now, for a given density matrix ρ written in the bipartition
basis {|si} ordered by appearance in the bipartition table (read from left to right and top to bottom),
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the action of the state-reduction map tr(A) to trace out the partial subsystem HA , is

ρ11
ρ21

ρ31

ρ41

ρ51
ρ61

ρ12
ρ22
ρ32
ρ42
ρ52
ρ62

ρ13
ρ23
ρ33
ρ43
ρ53
ρ63

ρ14
ρ24
ρ34
ρ44
ρ54
ρ64

ρ15
ρ25
ρ35
ρ45
ρ55
ρ65


ρ16
ρ26 

ρ36 

ρ46 

ρ56 
ρ66

(6.14)

↓ tr(A)

ρ11 + ρ44
ρ12 + ρ45
ρ13
ρ21 + ρ54 ρ22 + ρ55 + ρ66 ρ23 
ρ31
ρ32
ρ33


From this we can understand the action of state-reduction map from the bipartition table:
1. Coherences between basis elements |ei,k i hej,l | in different rows (i 6= j) of the bipartition table
are discarded. Coherences between basis elements in the same row of the BPT are preserved.
2. For each pair of columns k, l (including k = l), the sum of coherences between |ei,k i hei,l | over
all rows i is the new coherence term for the reduced element |βk i hβl |.
The number of matrix elements of ρ which also appear in ρB after the state-reduction map is applied
depends on the alignment structure of the cells in the BPT. In particular, some elements do not
appear in the reduced density matrix. A natural question to ask is what information is preserved by
the state-reduction map induced by the partial bipartition. It was shown in [34] that the bipartition
operators Skl span the operator subspace of all (and only) the observables whose information is
preserved under state reduction. Then we can interpret the reduced state ρB as the state that
contains all (and only) the information that is accessible with the observables in the operator space
span {Skl }. This naturally reduces to the standard picture in the familiar case of a tensor-product
bipartition H ∼
= HA ⊗ HB , where the bipartition operators take the form
Skl = IA ⊗ |βk i hβl | .

(6.15)

The restricted set of observables span {Skl } = IA ⊗L (HB ) imply that the observer can only measure
system HB .
We can also generalize the partial bipartition structure to include direct-sum sectors thereof,
which corresponds to the following decomposition of Hilbert space,
M

H∼
HAq HBq ,
(6.16)
=
q

where each sector q is spanned by the basis elements eqik of the block q and each sector is further
decomposed into a partial bipartition according to the arrangement of elements inside the block.
Such a decomposition can be captured as a bipartition table with a block-diagonal arrangement of
non-rectangular tables,
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e1;1,1
e1;2,1
..
.

e1;1,2
..
.

...

e2;1,1

e2;1,2
..
.

e2;2,1
..
.

...

..

.
(6.17)

q
For each sector q, we can define a set of bipartition operators {Skl
} using the basis elements in
that sector. By construction, under the state-reduction map specified by such a BPT, coherences
between different direct-sum sectors are lost, and the resultant density matrix will be block-diagonal
corresponding to different blocks q.

Examples
Let us return to the example of the two spin- 12 particles we raised at the beginning of this section.
Again, consider the total spin basis labeled by {|Sz , µi}, where Sz is the total spin-z of the two spins
and µ labels the information about the multiplet nature of the state (with µ = s for singlet and
µ = t for triplet), which written in terms of the computational tensor product basis {|0i , |1i}⊗2 ,
|1, ti = |1, 1i
|01i − |10i
√
|0, si =
2
|01i + |10i
√
|0, ti =
2
|−1, ti = |00i ,

(6.18)
(6.19)
(6.20)
(6.21)

and a partial bipartition of this Hilbert space,
1, t

β−1

0, t
0, s

β0

−1, t

β1




αt
αs

(6.22)
The degree of freedom fixed by each column is the total spin-z and what varies within the
columns is the multiplet (singlet-triplet) label. With the non-rectangular nature of the BPT, the
column space HB (spanned by {|β−1 i , |β0 i , |β1 i}) forms a partial subsystem which encodes variation
of the total spin-z and the row space HA (spanned by {|αt i , |αs i}) forms a partial subsystem which
encodes variation of multiplet information. We can now define the BPOs labeled by the value of
total spin-z from the BPT column structure,
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S+1,+1 = |1, ti h1, t|

S+1,0 = |1, ti h0, t|

S+1,−1 = |1, ti h−1, t|

S0,0 = |0, ti h0, t| + |0, si h0, s|

S0,−1 = |0, ti h−1, t|
S−1,−1 = |−1, ti h−1, t|
(6.23)

†
The other three BPOs can simply be obtained from Skl = Slk
. The state-reduction map induced
by this BPT,
X
tr (Skl ρ) |li hk|
(6.24)
ρ 7−→
k,l=+1,0,−1

can be interpreted as tracing out the multiplet degree of freedom. The resulting state has the
degrees of freedom associated with the total spin-z of the original system: that is has the Hilbert
space of a single composite particle with this spin. The total spin operators Sxtot , Sytot , Sztot on the
two particles are in the span of {Skl }
Sztot = S+1,+1 − S−1,−1
tot
S+
= S+1,0 + S0,−1
tot
S−
= S0,+1 + S−1,0 ,
tot . Therefore, the reduced state
where Sxtot and Sytot can be constructed from the ladder operators S±
preserves information about total spin operators Sxtot , Sytot , Sztot . It should be noted that for such
partial bipartitions, the span of {Skl } is not necessarily an algebra (it may not be closed under
products) so even if we know that the reduced state preserves information about Sxtot , Sytot , Sztot , it
may not retain information about their products which we usually taken for granted. Thus, we see a
more general picture emerging where we can define partitions of Hilbert space based on a restricted
set of observables which need not generate an algebra. Partial bipartitions offer a construction to
account for such cases.
This construction easily extends, for example, to an arbitrary number N of spin 12 participles.
For even N , the BPT takes the form,
N
N
2 ,+ 2

···

N
2 , +2

..
.
2, +2

N
2 , +1

..
.
2, +1
1, +1
..
.
1, +1

N
2 ,0

..
.
2, 0
1, 0
..
.
1, 0
0, 0
..
.
0, 0

N
2 , −1

..
.
2, −1
1, −1
..
.
1, −1

N
2 , −2

..
.
2, −2

···

N
N
2 ,− 2

(6.25)
where for each value of the total spin j there are multiple equivalent representations that we have
stacked on top of each other (suppressing the label for identical representations with the same j).
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Each row is associated with a specific “copy” ν of the total spin j representation and the pair j, ν
specifies one multiplet (note the different notation used in this table in contrast to the N = 2 spin
case above for clarity of exposition of the idea). As before we use the columns to define the BPO
{Skl } and then the map that traces over the multiplets.The resulting state is associated with a
single spin N2 particle that encodes information about the state of the total spin of this system.
We will now use these partial bipartitions in the following Sections 7 and 8 where we will
construct a paradigm to find quasi-classical coarse-grainings of Hilbert space, based on a collective
feature of the system compatible with Hamiltonian evolution. Such coarse-grainings will typically
not correspond to tensor factorizations of Hilbert space, and hence using this technology of partial
bipartitions, we will be able to capture more general partitions suited for the purpose.

7

Classicality from Coarse-Grainings using Partial Bipartitions: Variational Approach

As discussed in Section 6, partial bipartitions offer a more general way than a standard tensor
product structure to decompose Hilbert space into two parts. One particular application of partial
bipartitions is to coarse-grain Hilbert space, since, in many situations, the relevant information
preserved by the coarse-graining will not correspond to a tensor factor of Hilbert space. In this
section, we outline a paradigm to find quasi-classical coarse-grainings of Hilbert space based on
Hamiltonian evolution of the system. We call this the variational approach since we will iterate/vary
over all possible BPTs (in some restricted set) to find the one(s) which demonstrate quasi-classical
behavior.
A natural feature of many coarse-grainings is that they focus on collective or average properties
of the underlying degrees of freedom and ignore its internal structure; for example, one can, under
appropriate circumstances, coarse-grain a rigid-body system of N -particles into its center of mass
coordinate, which is a collective feature, while discarding information about the relative locations
of the particles, then study how the coarse-grained variable evolves and what characteristics the
coarse-graining preserves. We will focus on such coarse-grainings based on a collective property of
the system, and their compatibility with dynamics which demonstrate quasi-classical behavior.

7.1

Microfactorizations and Compatible Collective Observables

Consider a finite-dimensional Hilbert space of a collection of N underlying degrees of freedom (dofs)
specified by a tensor-product structure,
H∼
=

N
O

Hµ ,

(7.1)

µ=1

which evolve under Hamiltonian evolution given by H. We consider these N degrees of freedom
to be fixed, specified by the physical system under consideration, e.g. a collection of N particles,
etc. It is assumed that the Hamiltonian in general admits interactions between all N dofs, and in
case there exist any subsets of these dofs which are decoupled under the action of the Hamiltonian,
we consider each such decoupled subspace individually in this prescription. Our goal is to develop
a coarse-graining algorithm informed by the Hamiltonian H which chooses a partial bipartition,
H ∼
= Scollective Sinternal . The partial subsystem Scollective is the coarse-grained version of H we
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wish to preserve under the coarse-graining/state-reduction map based on a characteristic collective
feature of the system (involving all N degrees of freedom) compatible with the Hamilltonian which
behaves classically (in a sense we define below) by tracing over the space of internal features Sinternal .
This will correspond to a BPT of a partial bipartition where the columns will define the coarsegrained subspace Scollective and the rows will define the Sinternal subspace that will be traced over.
Let us define the set of collective observables of the full Hilbert space as those that can be
written as
N
X
Mc =
Mµ ,
(7.2)
µ=1

with,
Mµ = I1 ⊗ I2 ⊗ . . . ⊗ Iµ−1 ⊗ mµ ⊗ Iµ+1 ⊗ . . . ⊗ IN ,

(7.3)

where each Mµ acts non-trivially only on Hµ whose dimension we take to be dim Hµ = dµ . The
operator mµ can be parameterized by


d2µ −1

mµ = 

X


(µ) 
c(µ)
,
a Λa

(7.4)

a=1
(µ)

where Λa are the d2µ − 1 Generalized Gell-Mann generators (of SU (dµ )) which form a complete
basis of non-trivial (i.e. without the identity Iµ ) operators acting on Hµ . To ensure that these
operators have a non-trivial action on the degree of freedom they act on, we impose the restriction
(µ)
that at least one of the ca 6= 0, for each µ. In addition, we will mostly work with normalized
operators on L(H), the space of linear operators on H, to be able to focus on features true to the
structure of different operators, and not explicitly due to difference in overall multiplicative factors.
For concreteness, we choose to use the Frobenius norm21 in this paper, under which the collective
observable will be normalized, i.e., ||Mc ||f = 1.
Our coarse-graining prescription aims for a collective observable as one of the defining properties
of Scollective which is most compatible with—that is, stationary with respect to—the Hamiltonian H
(we will use a normalized version of the Hamiltonian under the Frobenius norm too). Thus, one can
pick out the most compatible collective observable relevant to the coarse-graining by minimizing
the norm of the commutator [H, Mc ] over all choices of collective observables Mc ,
Mc : min{c(µ) } [H, Mc ]
a

f

.

(7.6)

This is in close parallel with the ideas of the predictability sieve [20] used in the decoherence literature, where one sifts through different states in Hilbert space to determine the set which is
most compatible with the Hamiltonian and is used to define pointer states of the system which are
classical. One defining feature of classical dynamics is robustness of a set of states (the classical
ones) reflected in their effective deterministic classical character. Said differently, the pointer states
are special low-entropy states which under evolution stay robust to entanglement production: a
21

The Frobenius norm of a linear operator A ∈ L(H), also referred to as the Hilbert-Schmidt norm, is defined as,
p
||A||f = tr (A† A) .
(7.5)
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given classical degree of freedom in the system does not arbitrarily entangle with all other degrees
of freedom at short time scales. This is intimately linked to the form of and constraints on the
Hamiltonian, such as locality [19]. Beginning with low entropy states is natural given the second
law of thermodynamics, and classicality constrains the rate of entanglement growth for classical
states. In this sense, eigenstates of the collective observable chosen by the compatibility condition
of Eq. (7.6) are classical, macroscopic pointer states which capture an average, collective property
of the underlying dofs which is as robust under evolution as possible. Take note that the collective
observable cannot be the identity operator (which would trivially commute with H) since we are
only considering non-trivial observables which have no support on the identity operator. The total

P
(µ)
2
freedom in the choice of Mc are the N
µ=1 dµ − 1 number of parameters {ca }. Further restric(µ)

tions on the set {ca } can be imposed by looking at the symmetry structure of the Hamiltonian
and the Hilbert space, if any. For example, if H contains a collection of identical but distinguishable
particles on which the Hamiltonian acts symmetrically, then this can be used to constrain the form
of Mµ to be the same for this collection of particles.
Now, as expected, due to the collective observable containing a slew of identity operators in
each term in the sum, Mc will have a high degeneracy in its eigenspectrum; therefore, the distinct
eigenvalues of Mc will be used to label distinct columns of the BPT which will define the coarsegraining Scollective . The compatibility condition Eq. (7.6) of the collective observable Mc with the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (7.6) will ensure that transition of an eigenstate of Mc (which corresponds to
a deterministic value of the collective variable) into other eigenstates will be minimized under time
evolution, and hence that the columns of the BPT correspond to robust collective macrostates. Once
the collective observable has been selected, it will give us a total of NC ≤ dim H distinct eigenvalues
(c)
(c)
and corresponding NC subspaces Hk with dimension dim Hk = hk for k = 1, 2, 3, · · · , NC . Each
such subspace labels a distinct value of the collective observable, specifying a macroscopic pointer
state of the coarse-graining. In addition to the subspace structure determined by specification of the
compatible Mc , one can use the tensor product decomposition of Hilbert space into the underlying
(c)
N dofs of Eq. (7.1) to resolve each of these subspaces Hk by spanning them with the tensor product
eigenbasis of Mc which have the same eigenvalue labeled by k.
Thus, we now have a direct-sum structure to H,
H∼
=

NC
M

(c)

Hk ,

(7.7)

k=1

where each direct-sum subspace is specified by the span of the tensor
eigenbasis of Mc with
P product
c
a given distinct eigenvalue, and this direct-sum structure satisfies N
h
=
dim H.
k
k=1
Now that we have identified the column structure based on the degeneracy structure of the
compatible collective observable Mc and the basis elements which enter the BPT, we are left with
the the task of assigning the row structure which will fix the BPT. Here, we have a discrete set of
combinatoric choices of row alignments we can do, given the column structure and the specification
of the basis elements of the compatible collective observable. For this purpose, we now turn to
understanding the conditions under which the coarse-graining is quasi-classical.

7.2

Superselection Sectors and Emergent Quasi-Classicality

We can use the transition structure of the Hamiltonian in the tensor product eigenbasis of Mc to
further split our partial bipartition into direct-sum sectors which will act as superselection sectors in
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our coarse-graining scheme. Based on the Hamiltonian expressed in this tensor product Mc basis,
L
(c)
one can identify unions of column subspaces, H̃q ∼
=
kq Hkq for some q = 1, 2, · · · , Nsectors , for
which the Hamiltonian has no tunneling terms connecting these subspace unions, such that for all
states |ψq i ∈ H̃q and ψq0 ∈ H̃q0 ,
hψq |H|ψq0 i = 0,

if q 6= q 0 .

(7.8)

Each such union of sectors represents a superselection sector for our coarse-graining since these
different unions do not interact. Each direct-sum sector will be arranged as a distinct block in a
BPT of a partial bipartition in the compact form with the row structure yet to be identified based
on a criterion of emergent quasi-classicality. Compact form within each sector will allow minimal
loss of coherence under the state-reduction map induced by the BPT, so the coarse-graining we
find will indeed reflect emergent quasi-classicality from dynamical decoherence and not the mere
discarding of quantum coherences by misalignments between basis states in the structure of the
BPT.
To fix the row structure within each direct-sum superselection sector, we now turn back to the
question of emergent quasi-classicality. A feature of our coarse-graining will be that dynamics in the
reduced space following the BPT state-reduction map will reflect features of classicality. We have
already identified the column structure of our BPT which labels our macroscopic pointer states,
based on compatibility of a collective observable with the Hamiltonian. The compact form of our
BPTs ensure that minimal coherence between basis states is lost due to the action of the statereduction map itself so we can now focus on the action of the Hamiltonian to induce dynamical
decoherence. In quasi-classical coarse-grainings, we expect the row alignment of the BPT to allow
Hamiltonian evolution to decohere superpositions of our macroscopic pointer states by “interaction"
with Sinternal . For such quasi-classical BPTs, we can demand the rate at which this dynamical
decoherence happens to be fastest and hence, most effective.
We will, for concreteness, focus on small time evolution since classical states, as opposed to
non-classical ones, will exhibit decoherence starting at short time scales, and are expected to stay
decohered as time progresses. We thus will quantify entanglement growth rate using the linear
entanglement entropy22 . Consider a pure state of the full Hilbert space ρ(t) = |ψ(t)i hψ(t)| ∈ L(H)
evolving under evolution by the Hamiltonian H, and a BPT which induces a state-reduction map
tr(R) by tracing out the partial subsystem defined by its row subspace. Under this state-reduction
map, the pure state ρ gets mapped to
ρc (t) ≡ tr(R) ρ(t) ,

(7.9)

whose entanglement can be quantified by the linear entropy,
Slin (t) = 1 − tr(ρ2c (t)) .

(7.10)

It can be shown, as was done in [19], that for initially pure, unentangled states, the linear entanglement entropy grows at O(t2 ) to leading order and hence one can quantify the growth rate of
entanglement entropy as,
S̈lin (0) = − tr (ρc (0)ρ̈c (0) + ρ̈c (0)ρc (0) + 2ρ̇c (0)) ,
22

(7.11)

One could equally well use von Neumann entanglement entropy too, of which the linear entropy forms the leading
order contribution.
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where a dot over a quantity represents its time derivative and we have,
ρ̇c (0) = tr(R) (ρ̇(0)) = tr(R) (−i [H, ρ(0)]) ,

(7.12)

ρ̈c (0) = tr(R) (ρ̈(0)) = tr(R) (− [H, [H, ρ(0)]]) .

(7.13)

We now proceed to use this quantifier S̈lin (0) of entanglement growth rate to quantify the classicality
of a given BPT. The most natural initial states suited for a decoherence analysis offered by a partial
bipartition are the ones supported on basis states of a single row in the BPT. In the familiar case of
a tensor product structure corresponding to a rectangular BPT, such a state would correspond to
an unentangled state – a tensor product of a superposition for the state of the column subsystem
HA with a single basis state of the row system HB . For example, in the decoherence literature,
consideringPa system and environment split H ∼
= HS ⊗ HE , one considers initial states of the form
|ψ(0)i = ( s cs |si) ⊗ |Eready i for some ready state on the environment. Thus states supported
on a single row of a BPT of a partial bipartition are natural extensions of such initial pure states
which are unentangled and therefore are good candidates to measure the dynamical decoherence
of. Borrowing intuition and language from the decoherence paradigm, the state first branches,
i.e. the environment (the row variable in our BPT) states evolve conditionally depending on the
pointer state |si of the system (corresponding to the columns of the BPT), following which there
is dynamic decoherence where these conditional states of environment become orthogonal in time
and stay so. The branching of such initial states happens at O(t) following which we expect these
conditionally evolved states to decohere, which we can capture by the entanglement growth rate
via Eq. (7.11) which grows O(t2 ). Using this understanding, we propose a metric to quantify this
dynamic decoherence as a probe of emergent quasi-classicality of a given BPT: One can construct,
for each row i = 1, 2, · · · , NR of the BPT, a uniform superposition state over all basis states in that
row (each labelling a different macroscopic pointer state),
1
|φi i = √
wi

X

|ei,k i ,

(7.14)

k∈{1...wi }

where wi is the number of basis elements in the i-th row of the BPT and k iterates over all such
basis elements. For each such uniform superposition state, defined on each row, we can compute
the entanglement growth rate S̈lin,i (0) as a measure of dynamical decoherence and then quantify
the emergent classicality of the BPT, QBPT as the average of these entanglement growth rates over
all rows of the BPT,
NR
1 X
QBPT =
S̈lin,i (0) .
(7.15)
NR
i=1

The average over all rows can be interpreted as a statistical mixture over different basis states of
the partial system (label by the rows), representing a probabilistic treatment of not knowing the
state of the partial system which will be traced over. This is one such metric which captures the
idea of emergent classicality using a notion of effective dynamical decoherence. We adopt this as
a demonstration of principle, but emphasize that, depending on the context of the coarse-graining
being constructed, one can come up with more amenable definitions of quantities which capture the
emergent quasi-classical nature of the BPT. Given this metric, one can now vary over all possible
BPT row arrangements, which are discrete and finite choices of basis element arrangement within
each column, and choose the BPT which maximizes QBPT representing most effective dynamical
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decoherence and hence, is the most quasi-classical. It should be noted that this prescription may not
always yield a unique preferred BPT reflecting a preferred underlying classical partial bipartition
H ∼ Scollective Sinternal , but rather will often select a class of BPTs which have the same classicality
quantification based on the metric above. One can interpret this residual freedom as gauge choices of
coarse-grainings, which, even though they induce different state-reduction maps based on the BPT,
have the same measure of emergent classicality in the reduced subspace of the macroscopic variable
based on the chosen metric. Often, this will be intimately tied with some symmetry structure in the
Hamiltonian which does not distinguish between the underlying different degrees of freedom and
hence leads to a class of BPTs with the same emergent quasi-classical behavior.
The above algorithm just described for obtaining such collective, quasi-classical coarse-grainings
can now be summarized as follows:
1. Based on the given microfactorization of Hilbert space into degrees of freedom, find a collective
observable Mc which is most compatible with the Hamiltonian as given by Eq. (7.6).
2. Eigenspaces of Mc corresponding to distinct eigenvalues will label different column subspaces
of the BPT as macroscopic, collective pointer states robust under Hamitonian evolution. These
will make up the partial subsystem Scollective which will be the coarse-graining of H.
3. Eigenspaces of Mc with distinct eigenvalues, along with the microfactorization, furnish an
orthonormal basis for Hilbert space and resolve the column subspaces with tensor product
basis elements with distinct eigenvalues.
4. Once the column structure of the BPT is fixed, use the transition structure of the Hamiltonian
in this tensor product basis of Mc to identify superselection sectors as done in Eq. (7.8), each
of which will form a disjoint block of the BPT. Each block will be arranged in the compact
form to minimize loss of coherence due to the action of the state-reduction map induced by
the BPT.
5. Now consider dynamical decoherence to fix the remaining freedom in each such block in
the compact form to identify the alignment of the rows in the BPT. Iterate over the finite,
discrete permutations of row arrangements and select (the class of) BPT(s) which maximize
entanglement production as a measure of effective dynamical decoherence as done in Eq.
(7.15).
In the next section, using a concrete example of the Ising model, we will demonstrate this algorithm
for constructing a quasi-classical coarse-graining based on a collective variable compatible with the
Hamiltonian.

8

Example of the Variational Approach: Coarse-Graining the Ising
Model as a Partial Bipartition

Let us now consider a concrete example where we can apply the coarse-graining scheme developed
above. We will focus on the Ising model in 1-D and see how we can capture collective features of
the model which are effectively classical. Consider N ≥ 2 spin- 12 particles described by a tensor-
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product23 Hilbert space H ∼
=

NN

µ=1 Hµ

H∼−

on a 1-D lattice evolving under the Ising Hamiltonian,

N
−1 
X

N

X
σz(µ) ⊗ σz(µ+1) − g
σx(µ) ,

µ=1

(8.1)

µ=1

where g > 0 characterizes the strength of the external magnetic field in the x-direction and the
symbol ∼ in the definition of an operator implies that we will normalize it under the Frobenius
(µ)
(µ)
norm. As usual, σz is the Pauli z-operator on the µ-th spin on the lattice and σx is the Pauli
x-operator. Note that our Ising Hamiltonian does not have periodic boundary conditions and
corresponds to an open chain with N sites. We choose this specific boundary condition since the
results in this case are more compact to describe and therefore help in the exposition of the idea.
The same analysis could also be implemented for different boundary conditions and the results could
be interpreted along similar lines. Our goal is now to look for the collective observable of the N
spins most compatible with the Hamiltonian. We model the operator Mµ in Eqs. (7.2) and (7.3)
as a unit-normed operator under the Frobenius norm,
r

2  (µ)
(µ)
σ
+
ασ
, ∀ µ ,
(8.2)
Mµ =
x
1 + α2 z
characterized by the parameter α ≥ 0 quantifying the mix between Pauli x and z operators. As a
simplifying assumption, since the Hamiltonian only contains Pauli-x and Pauli-z operators, we do
(µ)
not take support on σy in Eq. (8.2) and only consider mixing between x and z to determine the
most compatible collective observable. This assumption could be relaxed to perform a more complete
analysis. It should be noted that we take the operator Mµ characterized by the same parameter
α for each spin µ. Under the Hamiltonian, all but the edge spins are treated on an equal footing
and are indistinguishable from the point of view of dynamics. Hence one should expect a similar
parametrization, because in this variational approach, we only have access to the Hamiltonian, and
any structure that emerges should respect the underlying symmetry of the dynamics. The edge
spins, represented by M1 and MN , should in general be treated differently due to non-periodic
boundary conditions and while this analysis can be carried out in a straightforward way, we choose
to parametrize their contribution to Mc by the same value of α. This can be justified on two
grounds. First, there are only 2 edge spins compared to (N − 2) bulk ones and for moderately sized
chains and larger, any difference due to edge spins will be sub-dominant. Second, choosing the same
parametrization for each spin will allow a more elegant understanding of the collective observable
Mc as an average quantity over the spin chain and a clean interpretation of the coarse-graining
scheme where the macroscopic variable will be labeled by distinct values of this average quantity.
We can now compute the Frobenius norm of the commutator of Mc and the Ising Hamiltonian
H parametrized by α, which gives us
[H, Mc ]

f

=

(N − 1)α2 + 2N g 2
.
2N −3 N (4N g 2 + N − 1)(1 + α2 )

(8.3)

Minimization of this norm above with respect to the parameter α will give us a collective observable
most compatible with the Hamiltonian. To minimize this norm, we write it in a more suggestive
23
For completeness, we mention that while one can study several dual pairs of lattice theories such as the Ising
model [26, 47], which differ by global decomposition changes of Hilbert space, in this paper we focus on a fixed
micro-decomposition of the underlying degrees of freedom.
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way,




(N − 1)
1
1
2N g 2
+
,
[H, Mc ]
2N −3 N 4N g 2 + N − 1)
1 + α2
2N −3 N 4N g 2 + N − 1)
f
(8.4)
where we have factored out the g dependence in each term in the sum above, which we identify as,




1
1
[H, Mc ] =
T1 (g) +
T2 (g) .
(8.5)
1 + (1/α2 )
1 + α2
f
1
=
1 + (1/α2 )



1



We notice a turning point in the g dependence of T1 (g) and T2 (g). We find that this norm is minimized for the following condition depending on the value of g which controls the relative importance
of the two different terms in the normalized Ising Hamiltonian. For g 2 < (N − 1)/2N , we see that
T1 (g) > T2 (g) and hence to minimize the norm in Eq. (8.3), the α dependent prefactor of T1 (g)
should be minimized which implies α = 0. On the other hand, when g 2 > (N − 1)/2N , we see
that T2 (g) > T1 (g) and hence α = ∞ ensures minimization of the dominant term and hence the
norm itself. One can confirm these results by formally differentiating, and checking for minima
conditions in the relations above. Thus, we find that depending on the value of g in the normalized
Hamiltonian, the most compatible collective observable corresponds to,
(
0,
g < gcrit
α(g) =
(8.6)
∞,
g > gcrit ,
where gcrit is the critical value24 of g given by
r
gcrit =

N −1
,
2N

(8.7)

such that for g < gcrit when the Pauli z-z interaction term dominates, the most compatible collective
observable Mc is the average spin-z of the Ising chain (which corresponds to α = 0),
Mc ∼

N
X

σz(µ) , g < gcrit ,

(8.8)

µ=1

and for g > gcrit , when the external magnetic field in the x-direction dominates, the collective
observable which is most compatible with the Hamiltonian is the average spin-x of the chain (which
corresponds to α = ∞),
N
X
(8.9)
Mc ∼
σx(µ) , g > gcrit .
µ=1

Thus we see a phenomenon akin to a phase transition where depending on the dominant term in
the Hamiltonian the most compatible Mc is the one which is commuting with the dominant term.
Once we have obtained the most compatible collective observable Mc , we can immediately use
its distinct eigenvalues mk to label the macroscopic states of our coarse-graining by


N
N −2
N −2 N
mk ∈ − , −
,...,
,
,
(8.10)
2
2
2
2
24

We have derived the value of gcrit from the compatibility condition of Eq. (7.6); it should not be confused with
the, in general different, value of g where the phase transition in the Ising model takes place.
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and these will be used to label distinct columns of the BPT which will specify the coarse-graining.
Since the N +1 distinct values of Mc will serve as labels of our macrostates under the coarse-graining
prescription, our coarse-grained space will have a dimension dim Scollective = NC . Already we see
a major benefit of our scheme in dimension reduction: our collective scheme will map our original
Hilbert space of dim H = 2N to a reduced, coarse-grained space with dim Scollective = (N + 1).
The dimension of the k-th collective (macroscopic)
subspace corresponding to the Mc eigenvalue
l m
NC
mk = (N − 2(k − 1))/2 for k = 1, 2, · · · , 2 is then the binomial coefficient,


N
(c)
dim Hk =
.
(8.11)
k−1
Given that we are working with N underlying spins specified by the tensor decomposition of Eq.
(7.1), we can use the natural tensor-product basis of Mc to specify the orthonormal basis which
we will be working with to fill the cells of our BPT. When g < gcrit , corresponding to Mc being
the average spin-z of the lattice, we use the {|0i , |1i}⊗N basis where {|0i , |1i} are the eigenstates
of σz and in the other case when g > gcrit so that Mc is the average spin-x of the chain, we
can use the {|+i , |−i}⊗N where {|+i , |−i} are the eigenstates of σx . Thus we now have a fixed
orthornormal basis we will use to construct a BPT for the partial bipartition for the Ising model and
a specification of different columns of the BPT labeled by distinct eigenvalues of the compatible
collective observable Mc . The only freedom we now have is the choice of row alignments in our
BPT for which we will turn to effective dynamical decoherence as a quantifier of quasi-classical
behavior of the coarse-graining. We will take each disjoint block in our BPT corresponding to
superselection sectors in the partial bipartition to be in compact form to make sure that minimal
coherence is lost due to the action of the state reduction itself and any decoherence will be due to
Hamiltonian evolution. As we will see, the two cases of g > gcrit and g < gcrit will have very different
superselection properties based on the Hamiltonian, hence we will deal with them separately and
describe the results for each case in detail.

8.1

g < gcrit : Average spin-z as Collective Observable

Let us first focus on the case when g < gcrit , so that the z − z interaction term in the Ising
P
(µ)
Hamiltonian dominates which sets the most compatible collective observable Mc ∼ N
µ=1 σz , the
average spin-z of the Ising chain. As discussed before, this choice of Mc offers us an orthonormal
basis of {|0i , |1i}⊗N to work with in the BPT. The action of the Hamiltonian on these tensor
product basis furnished from eigenstates of Mc is to flip single bits in the {|0i , |1i} basis due to
the presence of the external magnetic field in the x-direction (in the case when g > 0). Due to this
transition structure of the Hamiltonian in the Mc basis, bit flips can successively connect each of
the NC column subspaces and hence there is no superselection sector structure in this case.
We illustrate the results for the case of N = 3 spins since there the results are tractable and
easy to follow to demonstrate the physics behind them25 . For N = 3, the compatible collective
observable Mc has Nc = 4 distinct eigenvalues which will label different columns of our BPT. In
Table 1, we list out these eigenstates of Mc arranged in columns by their distinct eigenvalues.
This Table 1 is not yet a BPT since we haven’t yet considered row alignments, just a listing of
eigenstates arranged by columns labeled by distinct eigenvalues of the compatible Mc . We will
25
While for such small number of spins, one might want to treat the edge spins on a different footing than the bulk
ones since the edge contribution may not be sub-dominant, we take the same parametrization for each spin as in Eq.
(8.2) as a demonstration of principle with the Mc being an average quantity over the entire chain.
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Mc value:

− 32

− 12

1
2

3
2

|000i

|100i
|010i
|001i

|011i
|101i
|110i

|111i

P
(µ)
Table 1: Tensor Product Eigenstates for Mc = 3µ=1 σz for N = 3 spins, arranged in columns
labeled by distinct eigenvalues. Note that this is not a BPT, just an enumeration of the eigenstates
arranged by the column structure governed by the compatible Mc .

now consider different BPTs in compact form by iterating over different row arrangements of the
eigenstates withinQeach of the columns fixed by the collective observable Mc . By this token, there
c
will be a total of N
k=1 (hk !) number of permutations of row arrangements which will be the set of
BPTs we will consider. There will, of course, be many redundancies in this way of enumerating
different BPTs (such as inconsequential rearrangements differing by row swaps) compatible with
the Mc column structure but we iterate over them anyway to keep the permutations easy to track.
In the case of N = 3 spins, we will have a total of 36 BPTs to iterate over and for each such
BPT, we compute QBPT , the average entanglement growth rate over pure, uniform states defined
on each row as defined in Eq. (7.15), and choose the class of BPTs which maximize this quantifier,
representing effective dynamical decoherence as the most classical and compatible coarse-graining
given the Hamiltonian. In Figure 4, we plot the average entanglement growth rate QBPT for these 36
P (µ)
BPTs for the case of N = 3 spins with the collective observable being Mc ∼ µ σz . We notice that
these BPTs come in three distinct classes differentiated by entanglement growth rates. The class of
BPTs with the maximum entanglement growth rate is selected as the most quasi-classical one and
we find there are six such distinct BPTs belonging to this selected quasi-classical equivalence class.
(While the plot in figure 4 shows 12 such BPTs with the largest value of QBPT , as mentioned there
are redundancies in our enumeration and only 6 of them are distinct from the perspective of the
state-reduction map they induce.) In Table 2, we display these 6 selected, quasi-classical BPTs.
000

001
010
100

011
110
101

111

000

010
001
100

011
101
110

111

000

100
001
010

101
011
110

111

000

001
010
100

101
011
110

111

000

010
001
100

110
011
101

111

000

100
001
010

110
101
011

111

Table 2: (color online) The 6 selected, quasi-classical BPTs which maximize QBPT as a measure
of dynamical coherence for N = 3 spins corresponding to the compatible collective observable
P
(µ)
Mc = 3µ=1 σz . Allowed transitions by the Hamiltonian flip single bits in the {|0i , |1i} basis.
States in the middle two columns not connected by Hamiltonian transitions are shown by the same
color.
These selected BPTs have a common transition structure given by the Hamiltonian, which we
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Figure 4: Plot of average entanglement growth rate QBPT over different BPTs (different row arrangeP
(µ)
ments) for N = 3 spins with the compatible collective observable Mc = 3µ=1 σz corresponding
to a value of g = 0.5 < gcrit .
portray in Fig. 5 to better understand these results. The arrows depict transitions between different
basis states given by the Hamiltonian. It can be seen that the selected quasi-classical BPTs are ones
which induce transitions under the Hamiltonian by spreading maximally across rows of the BPT.
This way, maximum coherence is lost for pure states supported on one row, leading to decoherence
of different macroscopic pointer states.
Similar to the N = 3 case, one can run an analysis on N = 4 spins in which case there will be
NC = 5 columns labeled by distinct eigenvalues of Mc . The results we find are very similar to the
N = 3 spin case. The selected BPTs have row alignments for which the Hamiltonian transitions
maximize dynamical decoherence between different macroscopic pointer states under the statereduction map induced by the BPT. In table 3, we show one instance of the class of selected BPTs
with the largest QBPT . Given that the Hamiltonian again induces single bit flips, we see that
this BPT has a transition structure to maximize dynamical loss of coherence. In figure 6, we plot
the average entanglement growth rate QBPT for all the different row alignments possible given the
column structure fixed by the collective Mc . As with the N = 3 case, we see different classes of
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P
(µ)
Figure 5: Transition structure of the Hamiltonian in the tensor product basis of Mc = 3µ=1 σz
for N = 3 spins. It should be noted that this is not a BPT representation but only illustrates the
transition structure of the Hamiltonian in the chosen basis.
BPTs emerge which correspond to different entanglement growths. It is interesting to note how
distinct the first few classes with the largest entanglement growth rates are which correspond to
quasi-classical behavior (as shown in the inset in figure 6), in contrast with generic permutations
where the entanglement growth varies in a more smooth fashion, representing the generic nature of
typical BPTs being away from quasi-classicality.
0000

1000
0100
0010
0001

1010
0101
0110
1001
0011
1100

1101
1110
1011
0111

1111

Table 3: One instance of the class of selected quasi-classical BPTs for N = 4 spins corresponding
P
(µ)
to the compatible collective observable Mc = 3µ=1 σz . Allowed transitions by the Hamiltonian
flip single bits in the {|0i , |1i} basis.

8.2

g > gcrit : Average spin-x as Collective Observable

In the other case when g > gcrit , the external magnetic field term along the x-direction in the
Ising Hamiltonian dominatesm which sets the most compatible collective observable to be Mc ∼
PN
(µ)
µ=1 σx , the average spin-x of the Ising chain. As discussed before, this choice of Mc offers us
an orthonormal basis of {|+i , |−i}⊗N to work with in the BPT. The action of the Hamiltonian
on these tensor product basis furnished from eigenstates of Mc is to flip two adjacent bits in the
{|+i , |−i} basis due to the presence of the z −z interaction term. Due to this transition structure of
the Hamiltonian in the Mc basis, bit flips of two adjacent spins cannot successively connect each of
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Figure 6: Plot of average entanglement growth rate QBPT over different BPTs (different row arrangeP
(µ)
ments) for N = 4 spins with the compatible collective observable Mc = 3µ=1 σz corresponding to
a value of g = 0.6 < gcrit . The inset shows the first few classes of BPTs with lowest values of QBPT .
the NC column subspaces and hence there will be superselection sectors in this case. Based on this
P (µ)
transition structure of the Hamiltonian, we can split the Mc ∼ µ σx basis into superselection
sectors and iterate over row arrangements in each sector to maximize dynamical decoherence (by
maximizing the average entanglement growth rate QBPT ) to find the most compatible, quasi-classical
coarse-graining. In Table 4, we show the unique selected quasi-classical BPT. The selected BPTs
again have the same feature that the transitions by the Hamiltonian are such that there is maximum
dynamical decoherence under the state-reduction map induced by the BPT. A detailed analysis of
this case of g > gcrit can be done as was done for the g < gcrit case by studying the variation of
QBPT for these BPTs and the Hamiltonian transition structure, but we keep the discussion here
brief since the results follow the same physics as described in the previous subsection. We see that
depending on the nature of the Hamiltonian, different coarse-grained features can emerge as the
ones which qualify as classical. Underlying symmetries of the Hamiltonian are reflected in the class
of coarse-grainings which get picked out and reinforce the role played by dynamics in determining
the set of quasi-classical variables of a system.
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Table 4: The selected, unique quasi-classical BPTs with minimum entanglement growth rate for
P3
(µ)
N = 3 spins corresponding to the compatible collective observable Mc =
µ=1 σx . Allowed
transitions by the Hamiltonian flip two adjacent bits in the {|+i , |−i} basis which induce the
superselection sectors.

We would emphasize that a number of assumptions, albeit physically motivated, went into the
formulation of this algorithm and for completeness, we enumerate them here to remind the reader of
the context we are focusing on. First, we are working with a fixed microfactorization of Hilbert space
into a collection of degrees of freedom which we wish to coarse-grain. We further take this access
to the microfactorization to furnish us a tensor product basis for Hilbert space, in particular for
the collective observable Mc . Once we have picked out Mc by the compatibility condition with the
Hamiltonian of Eq. (7.6), we focus only on compact BPTs since they minimize loss of coherence due
to the action of the state-reduction map itself so we can study the dynamical decoherence which leads
to classicality. One could work with more general bipartitions by allowing unitary change of basis
which mixes between degrees of freedom and it would be interesting to develop an algorithm, akin
to the one of Section 4, to construct partial BPTs based on access to a restricted set of observables
which do not span an algebra. Such an algorithm would generalize considerations to non-compact
form as well allow for superselection sectors governed by the specifying set of measurements.
To measure the dynamical decoherence induced by the internal subspace Sinternal , we used linear
entanglement entropy for small times to measure how fast decoherence happens since non-classical
states are expected to not decohere as fast on short timescales. Our choice of initial states were
uniform superposition states supported on a single row of the BPT, which offered a natural generalization of initial, unentangled states between the system and a ready state for the environment. One
can imagine relaxing these assumptions to develop a more generic framework by studying a broader
class of initial states, which would reflect more freedom in the ready state of Sinternal , or the type
of superpositions in Scollective best suited to physical situations where decoherence is expected to be
important. While our choice of linear entanglement entropy was for ease of mathematical manipulation, different measures of decoherence and entanglement such as von Neumann entropy could
also be used. One can study the long time behavior where it is expected dynamical decoherence
will have picked out the classical pointer basis where the reduced density matrix becomes diagonal
and stays so. While more detailed, we expect the basic underlying physics to still be similar to the
results described in this paper.
We would also briefly recall some features of the numerics which have gone into figures 4 and 6.
Recall that we are working with a normalized Hamiltonian so as to be able to tune the value of the
interaction parameter g which sets the strength of the external magnetic field in the x-direction to
be able to toggle between a Hamiltonian with only the z −z interaction (g = 0) between neighboring
spins to a Hamiltonian with only the external field (g = ∞). While this normalization is for us to
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get a better handle between the interplay of H and Mc , it affects the rate of entropy production
and hence our results here are a proof of principle. Our measure of quasi-classicality of maximizing
QBPT is a suggestive quantifier that captures the qualitative idea that superpositions of classical
macroscopic pointer states decohere effectively under evolution. We have focused on small time
evolution for concreteness (by probing S̈lin (0)) since we expect classical states under the quasiclassical BPT will start decohering rather quickly, unlike non-classical ones. The first few classes of
BPTs with largest QBPT are the most quasi-classical compared to generic BPTs. We emphasize that
our measure of Eq. (7.15) is a zeroth-order attempt to capture the broad idea of quasi-classicality
and depending on the exact application one wishes to have, this quantifier can be more suitably
chosen to yield more precise and richer quasi-classical coarse-grainings. The examples illustrated
here were for a small number N of spins for ease of tractability of results and we expect these results
will become sharper as one goes to higher dimensions, since decoherence is typically aided by having
large dimensions of the internal “environment” being traced over.

9

Applications and Future Work

In this section we discuss some of the potential applications of generalized and partial bipartitions
to extant problems in the literature.

9.1

Quantum Information Encoding

It has long been recognized that the irreducible representation (irrep) structure of an operator
algebra plays an important role in quantum information. In particular, in the theory of quantum
error correction, the generalized bipartition structure is recognized as the fundamental structure
behind all quantum error correcting codes [48–50]. Noiseless subsystems, for example, are identified
by the generalized bipartition associated with the commutant algebra generated by the errors [35].
Subsystem codes [49, 51, 52], which generalize the idea of noiseless subsystems, are identified by
a generalized bipartition usually associated with a non-abelian group (which also generalizes the
construction of stabilizer codes that are associated with abelian groups [53, 54]). Similarly, the
idea of quantum state compression with respect to a preferred set of observables [55] relies on
the generalized bipartition associated with the algebra of preferred observables; it is conceptually
equivalent to the notion of quantum state reductions from a restricted algebra of observables that we
discussed in Section 3.2. In such applications, the problem of identifying the generalized bipartition
associated with the relevant algebra is fundamental. In the cases where the relevant algebra is given
by a group with a well understood irrep structure, the generalized bipartition is clear. In all other
cases, however, the algorithm presented in Section 4 can be used as an analytical tool to identify
the generalized bipartition.
We may also consider the more general problem of characterizing how the evolution given by
a Hamiltonian or a channel acting on the physical system affects the logical degrees of freedom.
Such problems are traditionally addressed by looking for symmetries of dynamics that identify
the generalized bipartition (i.e. the irrep decomposition) with respect to which the dynamics are
restricted to distinct irrep sectors [34]. The main difficulty with this approach is of course in
identifying “useful” symmetries. An alternative approach would be to identify an algebra that
contains the operator(s) of dynamics directly, without appealing to symmetries. The action of
quantum channels, for example, can be restricted to the irrep sectors of the algebra generated
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by their Kraus operators [56]. Similarly, when dealing with Hamiltonians, even if we cannot find
the irrep structure of the algebra generated by the Hamiltonian itself (a task that is equivalent
to diagonalizing it), we can consider an irrep structure of some larger algebra that contains the
Hamiltonian. This is, in fact, what we achieve by identifying a symmetry: the commutant algebra
of the symmetry group is an algebra that contains the Hamiltonian which allows us to restrict its
action to the irreps of the group. There are other ways, however, besides symmetries, to identify
an algebra that contains the Hamiltonian. For example, if the Hamiltonian is a sum of multiple
terms then it belongs to the algebra generated by those terms. In particular, given a parameterized
Hamiltonians as a sum of “tunable” terms whose strength is set by some natural or experimental
constraints, the dynamics can be restricted to the irreps of the algebra generated by the tunable
terms, independent of the parameters. A prime example of such scenario is the tunable exchange
interaction in the Heisenberg spin- 12 chain that implements qubit operations [57]. It would be
interesting to see if the algorithm of Section 4 can address such problems, especially when the
standard symmetry considerations fall short.

9.2

Bulk Reconstruction

The AdS/CFT correspondence [58–61] equates the partition function, and thus the Hilbert space, of
string theory or M-theory on negatively curved backgrounds and superconformal field theories. In
the large N limit, the relation describes a duality between classical (super)gravity in D+1 dimensions
with fixed small and negative cosmological constant and a particular sector of (super)conformal
field theories in D dimensions with fixed large central charge. So, in this limit, the correspondence
becomes a holographic one in which we can use computations in a CFT living on the boundary of an
appropriate spacetime to tell us about gravitational quantities in the bulk of the spacetime, and vice
versa. In many cases we would prefer to treat the bulk as a fixed solution to Einstein’s equations
sourced by quantum fields—that is, to consider only energy regimes and sets of observables which
do not probe stringy or quantum-gravitational degrees of freedom in the bulk. In the language
we have used throughout the paper, it is thus natural to think of the classical states as living in
a coarse-grained Hilbert space obtained by tracking only a restricted set of observables, namely
(low-point) correlation functions of light bulk fields. We can then apply the holographic duality and
ask what the coarse-grained Hilbert space looks like from the perspective of the CFT. In particular,
we can ask what the holographic duals of classical bulk observables are, or how classical information
about the bulk can be “reconstructed” from the CFT state.
In recent years a holographic error-correcting code approach to bulk reconstruction has been
developed along these lines [39, 62–64]. When the bulk dual of a CFT state is captured by a
single bulk (Lorentzian) geometry, causality dictates that we should be able to recover all of the
information inside a region by considering only its past domain of dependence. Hence we don’t
require knowledge of the entire coarse-grained CFT boundary state to reconstruct a local correlation
function at a particular point in the bulk, but only some smaller region of the boundary at an earlier
time. (We can’t directly associate a state to this region of the boundary, since the CFT does not
factorize spatially, but we can instead consider the subalgebra of observables supported in the
region.) Because multiple possible boundary subregions can be used to redundantly reconstruct the
same point in the bulk, the appropriate quantum-mechanical description of the bulk information
contained in a given holographic CFT state is a complementary error-correcting code, which can be
divided into small code subspaces each of which can be used to reconstruct the appropriate bulk
observables.
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The methods of this paper apply directly to bulk reconstruction, at least when an appropriate
UV cutoff or latticization is provided to render the system finite-dimensional. It would be very
interesting to directly construct the generalized bipartition for the classical observables in an explicit
tensor network model (see e.g. [65]). To probe the complementary nature of the resulting reduced
state, we could consider, for example, first restricting to all classical observables, then further
reducing to the state given only by the observables supported inside a particular lightcone. It would
also be interesting to use our state-reduction methods to explicitly construct the set of holographic
states by considering both a restricted set of classical bulk observables and a restricted set of
boundary observables, which in general we expect to yield two different state-reduction maps, and
enumerating the set of states for which their action is identical.

9.3

Edge Modes and Gauge Symmetries

In perturbative quantum field theory26 , we start from the free-field Hilbert space, which is constructed via a mode expansion in which the degrees of freedom are oscillators with given frequencies. One basis for the Hilbert space is the field-value basis, in which each mode has a definite
occupation number. However, this picture runs into difficulties when the theory has (gauge or
global) symmetries–that is, constraints, for example a Gauss law, on the allowed set of states in
the “gauged” or “physical” Hilbert space. On the level of the mode expansion, these constraints
prevent us from treating each mode as independent, meaning that the physical Hilbert space may
not factorize into modes at all, and in particular that we might not be able to construct a reduced
state by tracing out degrees of freedom in a gauge-invariant way.
As a toy model, for example, we can consider a lattice of 3 qubits with a Z2 symmetry, in
which we identify a given state with the reversed state created by flipping the spin of each qubit
simultaneously across some axis of the Bloch sphere. Without this global symmetry, the Hilbert
space is isomorphic to (C2 )⊗3 , an 8-dimensional Hilbert space which manifestly factorizes into three
pieces. However, imposing the symmetry reduces the Hilbert space to a 4-dimensional one in which
we can no longer precisely identify individual qubits. On the level of the abstract Hilbert space, to
be sure, there was no need to talk about the larger 8-dimensional space at all—we could just have
started directly with the 4-dimensional physical Hilbert space.
Although it is not justified from the physical Hilbert space alone, we nevertheless often have in
mind a particular “ungauged” Hilbert space that does have nice factorization properties. Then we
would like to be able to sensibly construct a reduced state even when the theory has an obstructing
symmetry, such as the state of a gauge theory or conformal field theory on an interval, or the state of
a spatial subregion in a diffeomorphism-invariant theory like general relativity. Such a construction
is provided by the edge modes program [14–17] (see also [66]). On the quantum-mechanical level
one looks for an embedding of the physical Hilbert space, which need not factorize, into a larger
Hilbert space with some desired factorization properties, such as the existence of spatial intervals.
Given this embedding we can map the original state to a state in the larger Hilbert space and then
reduce in the usual way. The choice of embedding is not unique, but the edge modes program
provides a particularly symmetric choice of embedding which corresponds to summing over all
possible representations of matter charged under the symmetry, the eponymous edge modes.
26

In this motivational description of quantum field theory we are ignoring many subtleties such as normalization,
renormalization, unitary inequivalence, convergence of the perturbative expansion, well-definedness of the theory,
loop corrections, IR issues, etc., etc. We invite the reader to consult their favorite QFT textbook and/or keep in
mind a lattice regularization which explicitly fixes the Hilbert space of the theory.
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From this description it should be clear that our approach is complementary. The edge modes
approach starts with a “small,” physical Hilbert space, chooses a “large,” auxilliary Hilbert space
to embed into, and then constructs the reduced states by applying the appropriate partial-trace
map on this large Hilbert space. The generalized bipartition approach starts directly with a choice
of operators specifying the allowed subregions, and provides a state-reduction map, not necessarily
the partial-trace map, which produces the reduced states. If we take the approach of Footnote
1 above and think of the generalized bipartition as a diagonal embedding into a larger bipartite
Hilbert space, our approach naturally produces the desired auxilliary, ungauged Hilbert space as
well. It would be very interesting to directly compare the state-reduction maps from generalized
bipartitions to the edge-modes description in discrete systems such as Zn lattice gauge theories. In
the context of holography, we might, for example, compute the entropy of a subinterval of a CFT,
and compare to the Cardy formula, the replica prescription, the edge modes prescription, and the
Ryu-Takayanagi formula, some of which give definite answers and some of which should depend on
the particular choice of embedding.

9.4

Quantum Gravity

Any realistic theory of quantum gravity must contain states, like our world, which look at low
energies and large distances like field-theoretic excitations on top of a fixed spatial background.
That is, there should exist some sectors of the quantum gravity Hilbert space that look like QFTs
on curved spacetime. If quantum gravity is a bona fide quantum-mechanical theory that describes
more than a single fixed metric, it should contain many more states which look nothing like field
theories on fixed backgrounds. In ascending order of speculation, the theory should certainly include
superpositions of geometries (which can be straightforwardly produced experimentally by placing
test masses in superpositions, e.g. [67]), if its UV completion still has a good notion of spatial
backgrounds it should contain heavy or stringy states, and it might contain “spacetime foam”like states in which the notion of spacetime breaks down entirely. Hence we should most likely not
expect states with good spacetime descriptions to be simple factors of the full QG Hilbert space [68],
especially if the UV description of gravity is holographic in the manner of AdS/CFT or de Sitter
complementarity [69–72].
A “space from Hilbert space” picture [18, 72–74] in which local spatial degrees of freedom are
emergent rather than fundamental would require a detailed picture of exactly how these geometric
and field-theoretic degrees of freedom in fact emerge. In this paper we have attacked precisely this
problem in a quantum-mechanical context. Generalized bipartitions and partial bipartitions are
tools for producing reduced states which provide information about degrees of freedom that are not
manifest in the full Hilbert space (c.f. [75], which points out that the set of approximately-localized
operators in a subregion of a gravitational theory may not comprise an algebra). Interactions between these degrees of freedom and the rest of the theory drive dynamics which may pick out a
certain subset as classical observables along the lines of the decoherence program. Because quantum
cosmology lacks a fixed separation between system and environment, a variational approach is required to find the “most classical” bipartitions, or to understand what dynamics lead these preferred
observables to look like spacetime variables.
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